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Alexander visits Paducah

'LW
•

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Emphasizing the need for
cooperation, Murray State University President Dr. Kern- Alexander-kicked off his first official
visit to Paducah Wednesday.
"Funds from the state have tapered off and what we are going to
have to do is seek resources from
the private' sector," Alexander
said in his comments at-the PaduRo.tirdy- Club luncheon.
t.13iin't, be surprised if we come
.and ask you for support in the
future."
Alexander discussed various
„programs at Murray State that are
. especially useful to the region,
including the •Center_for ReserResearch and the MidAmerica Remote Sensing, Center.
- - "What we want to do is have
more students coming in and elevate the quality of our programs,"
Alexander said. "We are about
AMY WILSONiLeoger & Times photo
education,
but weare about; s'erDr. Kern Alexander (left) talks with State Rep. Frank Rasche after Wedvice too.- We want to reach out to
- hesday'ss Paducah Rotary Club luncheon.

lawyer_ Ron Sheffer. Following
his remarks, he met with local
"We are wanting to create that linkage with
educators and attended a recepMSU and we are making'a concerted -effort to tion at the Country -Club of
create links between our schools and higher Paducah.
"Ron has been •a friend'for
education."
years and he was on the board at
Western Kentucky University
Dale Kirk
when I was hired there," Alexan-(McCracken Superintendent)
der said.
Alexander met with McCracken County Superintendent Dale
• . . .,
1Cirk and Paducah Interim Super• .
•
the -15Usiness tominunity an pat'- linkage-where students will auto- intendent Don Spark's, as well as
programs in your buildings if.that
matically move upward to higher' two Paducah schOol 'board memis what you need."
bers, following the luncheon.
education," he said. "MSU is a
Alexander also emphasized his
"I thought we had a good day
university of this region and we
willingness to work closely with
in Paducah," Alexander said: "I
will reach out across the area and
farmers to hclii serve their needS
he aggre5sixe- in Gitr search for talked with the superintendents
through -the university's agriculabout how we can increase the
students.
ture program.
number of students coming from
"I'm going to recrilit, the
"We will burn a lot of rubber
faculty Will recruit and we will' Paducah to MSU. I told them the
and gasoline serving this portion
be coming to your community students are vital 'to the
of the region," Alexander_ said.
college and working with the stu- university.".
High on his list of priorities is
Alexander said several good
dents," Alexander said. "We will
developing a strong relationship
ideas were mentioned about WaVs
be expansive and 'aggressive."
with the public schools.
Alexander was invited to sPealc
"We want there to- be &natural , at. the lunalieort -41y. Paducah_. • See Page 2
ON,

Wanted:
Crimefighting
canine

Airlift stopped
after attacks
GENEVA.(AP) — The U.N. approached the Bosnian capital
-_ airlift to Sarajevo was suspended with relief supplies.
The-agencralso received word----for the second tirrie•-in two days
today after three planes were hit -that a small U.N. plane was hit
bullett,', a U.N. official said. and a 13ritish plane was shot four
An U.S. Air Force C-141 cargo times, he said.
It -was unclear whether the
plane, a British plane, and—a
sniall U.N.-owned plane were hit, Shots all came from the same
Walton, Redmond said,
.4-aid-Ron Redmond, a spokesman
"The airlift is well and truly
tor the U.N.'High Commissioner
'tor Refugee.- No injuries were 1- down," he said, adding that relief
dgencies were able to stock up on
reported.
.Redmond said the incidents supPlies...durirtg the past 2%
occurred soon after the resump- months, which vtiele '`-`relatively
tion of the airlift, which Was sus- peaceful." •
pended for a half-day Wednesday
- Redmond said ,U.N. experts
when a,U.S: C-141 was hit by a
had so far been unable to deterbullet--as it left the airport.
mine where the shot Wednesday
"It's bad enough that this has
was fired from.
Redmond spoke in Geneva,
happened two days in a row,"
Redmond said. "But now obvi- - where Bosnian Serbs rejected a
ously someone down there is
new peace plan Wednesday that
directly targeting these planes, had been proposed by the United
- and that' is a Major concern' to
States, Russia and Europe.
us.''
Bosnia has been engulfed in
- Redmond said the American
civil war since April 1992, after
plane, which is based at RheinMuslims and Croats voted to secMain Air Base in Germany, was ede from Yugoslavia, touching
hit five illnes_in_lwa_volleys as it
off a rebellion-by-Bosnia!4-Serbs_

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

Often described as man's best
friend, one local law enforce-ment officer thinks a dog is
much more than a sidekick.
Calloway Chief Deputy Sheriff Brian Wilburn, a certified
police dog handler, said the
uses for a canine reach far-beyond friendship.
"It can participate_in narcot
tics-investigations and Work aS
_
a police dog," he said:
Wilburn is hoping enough
money can be raised so the
department can purchase' a
trained police dog.
"With the lack of manpower,
it would be a big asset," he
said.
Two residents have taken the ,
lead and are preparing fundraising efforts.
Ray Coursey and John Warren-Nix---are-heading--n7 the-K.9
- -for Calloway -Committee, which
will solicit funds from individuals, businesses and civic
groups.

State lawmaker
win tobacco fight
STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

with the. House-passed version.
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
"This is the laughing stock of
their beloved tobacco under
the country," Brown said before
assault, senators from Kentucky
the tobacco vote. "How many
and North Carolina took Western
lawmakers' sacred cow hostage: people believe it makes sense to
subsidize a product and then turn
low-cost grazing fees on federal
around and urge them not to use
lands.
it? We ought to make up our
By'threatening to raise grazing
mind."
fees, tobacco-state lawmakers
But the tobacco senators had
won an early fight Wednesday in
another story. They suggested
their effort to use a global trade
Brown cared more about African,
_-agreement to restrict tobacco
Asian or South American farmers
imports.
Sen. Hank _ Brown, R-Colo., than Americans, said other crops
-had proposed amending the 1995
might need similar protection in
_spiending bill for the Agriculture
the future -and Said ,Brown was
Department to make sure tobacco
stepping onto turf only tobacco
growers, and not taxpayers or
folks could understand.
• other farmers, pay the cost of any
"It proves that-here's an indiimport restrictions.
vidual. who has not grown up in
The amendment failed on a
the culture of tobacco, has not
63-37 vote, with help from most
grown up in understanding this
cattle and farm state lawmakers.
part of our economic life, has
The Senate went on to approve
gone to meddling," said Sen.
the S68 billion spending bill
92-8. The bill must be reconciled • See Page 3

Marshall County K-9 Officer Troy Defew (left) and Deputy Trent Weaver demonstrate their police dog's
attack capabilities during a training demonstration Wednesday.

•See Page 2

Christopher meets with Arafat
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP)
— Secretary of State Warren
Christopher met with Yasser Arafat in Gaza City today, the first
American Cabinet member to visit autonomous Palestinian land
since Israel withdrew in May:
At the top of the agenda was
Palestinian 'frustration with
delays in promised economic aid.
Christopher said he had a
"sober and serious" discussion
with Arafat about the delays and
offered him help in getting
through the necessary paper
work.
"Clearly, the Palestinians face
a very difficult time here,"
Christopher told reporters. "It

will not be easy for them, but I Christopher.
urge them to work through it with
Christopher said he was leavdetermination."
ing behind John Spiro, the underDonors who have promised secretary of state for economic
S2.4 billion in reconstruction aid affairs, to help Palestinians come
have demanded a strict account- up with the documentation
ing from Arafat because of the needed to meet the demands of
PLO's long history -of- uncon- the World Bank and others for
trolled spending and allegations loans. And he urged the Palesti,of corruption and favoritism.
nians to adept better bookkeeping
Arafat told reporters after the methods.
90-minute meeting in his seafront
At the news conference, Arafat
offices that Palestinians faced also cOmplained that Israel had
economic problems because the usurped his role by inviting Jordonors were not making good on dan's King Hussein to visit Jerutheir pledges.
salem, whose Arab eastern sector
"I'm sure that with your help Israel captured in the 1967
we'll be able to touch the fruits
of the peace," Arafat told • See Page 2

Commodities
to be distributed
USDA Commodities will be
distributed on Thursday, July
28, from 8 Lm. to 3:30 p.m. at
the'-Calloway County Road
Department on East Sycamore.
Baskets or other carrying containers should be brought; proof
of Social security number ,and
income guidelines mustte `met
anyone picking up commodities
for another person must have a
note signed by,that person.
• • • •
The USDA Emergency Food
Assistance Program is available
to all eligible recipients 'regardless of race, color, national ori.age, sex or handicap'.

-te

BRIEFLY.:

MEETINGS

67i

• North Elementary's Site-Based
Council will have a workday at 9 a.in.
Friday at the school.
• East Elementary's Site-Based
Council will have a workday at 8 30 a.in.
Friday at the the home of Principal Patsy-'
Whitesell, located at 821 N. 19 St

IN Lexington police are looking into the
theory that a sniper with a high-powered
rifle was responsible for the death of
University of Kentucky football player
Trent DiGiuro over the weekend.
DiGiuro's funeral was Wednesday, on
what would have been his 21st birthday.

Page 10

MI Calloway County High School's
Site-Based Council will meet ai 5:30
p.m Thursday at North Elementary.
•Calloway County!, five site-based
councils will have a- joint meeting at
6.30 p m Thursday at North Elementary.
•Murray Middle School's Slte-Based
Council will meet at 5 p.m Monday at
the school library.
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1001 1Nharie8 Dr.
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•

"We want a dog because it can
disarm an armed criminal, sniff
out dope and other drugs and
help locate a _missing child."
Coursey said. "There is no value
you can put on such a tool that
,.:an find a child before it is too
late."
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Estimated start-up costs for an
which includes the dog,
food, medical care and training.
IS 516,000, according to figures
compiled by Coursey and
Wilburn.'

READER INFORMATION

animal,

To reach all departments cit the
newspaper, phone 753-1916. _
Subecripdon Rates
Al subscriptions payable in advance
Horfie delivery 6 days a teeek
1 month
15 004 6 months $24.50,
Ps7.00
3 months $i500 I 1 year
•••

1 YR. $57.00

BY MAIL

Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky and to Pans. Buchanan and
- Puryear, Tenn By mail to other dash, nations, price a $64 50 per year.
Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays.
July 4. TIsanksgiVingUay, Chttstmaa:. Day and New Years Day.

-

MISS YOUR PAPER?
..._
. between
Call the eirculabon dept.
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Mkoray Leapt & Twee.(USPS X& Met
el unity Ledger I Irma w a newts., el the
AssodaIed Pm.. Kentucky Prow Assecestion
and Smithson Newspapers Publeders Meadeton. The Mandated Pram le saciarway *railed
In num deanwed by /Corey Ledger I Tense. -

Yearly expenditures are
expected to be approximately
S1,500.
Coursey said about $800 has
been pledged_ to .the fund- drive.
Several... area 'police agencies,
including the Marshall and Fulton
county sheriffs departments and
Mayfield Police Department,
have acquired dogs.
Marthall County's Ic-9 officer
said he "definitely 'feels safer."
Deputy Troy Defew is the only
deputy on duty from midnight
until 8 a.m.
"He (the dog) won't. back
-41o.vn from anybody," he said.
Defew and his new partner, an
l8.-month-old_German Shepard
named Asko, graduated from a
training academy in early June.
Asko, who was born in Cze-

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
753-0489

600 Main St.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
N1-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-S p.m.
753-2.380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

[ups;

$

1

s

COST BREAKDOWN

REPORTS

$6,000
Cost of Dog.
$1,500
Narcotics Training.
$1,000
Handler Training
$350
Training Equipment (narcotics).
$350
Training Equipment (daily)
$600
Patrol Training Equipment.
$650
Yearly Vet Care. $450
Food (yearly).
,000
$1$8
Training Updates (yearly),
Housing (for handler during training).
$200
Kennel for Transporting
$800
Home Dog Kennel.
$750
Vehicle Equipment. Air Transportation
1:500
$3
$
Transportation.
i
und
$15,950
Total.
Figures provided by Ray Coursey and the K-9 for Calloway
Committee.

p.

MURRAY POLICE
July 19
•A Murray woman was injured in a vehicle/bicycle accident
which occurred at the intersection of Maple and Seventh
streets. According to reports, Angela L. Morris of Almo was in
her vehicle and stopped in the westbound lane of Maple
Street preparing to turn right when Stacy Strattan, 21, who
was riding a bicycle, and the Morris vehicle collided. Stratton
told officers she was southbound on the east side of Seventh
Street. As Morris began to turn, Strattan attempted to cross
Maple. Strattan was transported to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital by ambulance. She was treated and
released. The accident was investigated by Officer Chris
Greer. The Murray Fire Department assisted.
KENTUCKY STATE POLICE
July 20
*Six people were injured after the 1991' Toyota van they
were traveling in on Interstate 24 West hit a large block of
wood, which blew out the front tire and caused the driver to
lose control of the vehicle. The van overturned several times
in the median about 15 Miles west of Paducah at 4:18 p.m.
According to a report by Trooper Tom Rottinghaus, an accident reconstructionist, Mi Sun Kim, 32, of Paducah, the driver,
and a passenger were ejected from the vehicle. Kim reported, ly sustained severe injuries. Other Passengers in ,the van
were: Chong Hye Slabough, 36, who sustained head injuries
,and .33-year-old William Glen Slabough, who suffered rnultiple
---injurie's, both of Newport News Va.:136firrnen,,,I.vere.wearing
seatbelts: Seven-year-old Steven Ray Overstreet of Clarksville was not wearing a safety„,belt and sustained multiple iniuhest Neither Sung Hui Overstreet, 37, or Joseph Paele Overstreet-8, both of Clarksville, were wearing seatbelts. Sung Hui
Overstreet sustained back injuries while Joseph Paek Overstreet suffered head injuries. Alt six were_tranSported to Lourdes Hospital-. State police were assigted by McCracken County sheriff's deputies and the McCracken Disaster and
Emergency Services Rescue Squad. -

implement in schools.
choslovakia and trained, in Ger"Kids love dogs," he said,
many, lives with Defew, who is
adding that it is an effective way
responsible for the care and conto educate students about crime,
tinued training of the dog.
the police and safety..
The increased security to officThe uses of a ,police dog are
ers is a big bonus, not to mention
even more far-reaching in Callothe amazing unking abilities a
way County.
do! has, Will-aurn said.
Wilburn said because of sec'In my five years experience in
deficiencies at the courtcanine
urity
a
in
involved
which I was
Prn8ram, ekerx time, a dog was' house 'annex, a flog can be _stationed in a crowded'courtretom to
present, there was never an
guard prisoners.
instance where an officer was
"If a prisoner makes a sudden
injined," he -said.
move, it will alert the dog," be.
Wilbum worked with a canine
unit as a California police officer. said.
The dog is trained to ,stop susDogs are trained not only to
respond to an officer's command, pects who may attempt to flee a
but to protect the lives of crime scene. Wilburn said the
animal learns' to stop a person's
officers.
progress, then circle around the
"It is far better for the dog to
Wilburn
individual to be sure he does not
get_hurt than one of us,"
attempt to leave.
said.
Defew said the dog is an asset
During a traininvtlemonstration Wednescleay, the Marshall when serving felony warrants
County _dog ,immediately pro- because a person will often run FROM PAGE 1
ion," Sparks said. "I think everytected Defew when -the agitator out the back door of the house
one was impressed by him. He
(the person who plays the role of and it is difficult to find them. the university could become more made --is plain that he wants our
"We have a much quicker involved in the school systems. students."
a suspect) pushed the officer.
,
He has been invited to be the
Defew said he has automatic •response time with the dog," he
Alexander also -ratified an
keynote speaker" Mtg. 18 at agreement with West Kentucky
door openers on his cruiser so said.
McCracken County School Sys- State Technical School regarding
"This is a' reusable tool," Wilthat if he were involved in a
tem's
opening day for teachers. transfer of courses.
traffic stop -Where the suspect burn explained. "And it's not like
"We
wanted to make the activbut
dog,
to
a
has
recall
he
all
can
You
gun.
a
aggressive,
became
• Although Alexander did not
ities
more
professional," Kirk
do .is push. a button and Asko you can't recall a- bullet."
visit Paducah • Community ColEven though the benefits are said. "We are wanting to create lege, he spoke with FCC ?resiknows what to do.
Defew said thus far, suspects clear, _Wilburn said the depart- that linkage with MSU and we dent Dr. Len O'Hara.
ment cannot afford to purchase are making a concerted effort to
have been very cooperative when
"I talked with him informally
create links between- our schools about two of -three times during
an animal.
Asko is present..
"If the community can pull and higher education."
. In addition to having the
the day and we had some -good
Kirk said he has known Alevolatile
and get the dog, it will
diffuse
together
to
ability
unique
interchange," Alexander said.
situations, Wilburn said a police pay tremendous dividends," he xander for several years and was "Nobody mentioned the engi, neering issue and I haven't been
dog can be used for locating lost said. "It will help keep officers pleased with the meeting.
"We talked about things we
safer and serve the public well."
people.
here long enough to determine
Would 'Tile to do-cooperatively," what our position ought to be.
Police dogs are not ordinary
"If an elderly person or a child
Kirk said. "We agreed that a regwanders off, the dog can track in pets.
Right now, our _position is the
Wilburn said they, go through ional university should be attracta non-offensive way," he said.
board's position.
"There is a real humanitarian rigorous training before going on ing more students from the Padu"There arc hundreds of bridges
cah area."
the streets.
benefit:"
we can build without dealing
"These are very high standards
Sparks said he thinks AlexanWilburn said the dog is also a
with that issue,",he said. "That is
good public relations tool to • of training," he said, adding that der, made a tremendous one little problem. We have a lot
working commandi are given in impression.
of initiatives and I feel like
German.
"It came across that he will be everyone is interested in
Defew said - he and Asko
aggressive and visible in the reg- cooperation."
attended five weeks of advanced
canine training. The two, along
with Marshall Sheriff Brian Roy,
are planning to auend sophisticated drug training in Texas.
on a visit to Jerusalem's holy
FROM PAGE 1
He said Asko will be essential
sites. Israel thus far has resisted
Mideast war and annexed.
in highway interdiction programs
an- Arafat visit to the disputed
"They don't have the right to city, which Israel claims in its
the sheriffs department is working on. Defew thinks large offer any invitation," said Arafat, entirety.
who wants to make the eastern
amounts of drugs pass through
The Palestinian planning
Manhall County which are being sector the capital of a Palestinian
and
Naha Shanh, -greeted
minister,
responmy
duty
-rTlis
.
statetransported from cities like Memsiblity to offer the invitation to .Christopher at the Erez crossing
phis to Chicago.
If the community is responsive all my brothers and friends to _ between Gaza and Israel, where
'hundreds -of MISErated—Gaians;
visit- the-holy-city." —
--to-the fundraising drive; Wilburn
barred from jobs in Israel, rioted
Arafat then extended his own
hopes to have a canine program
him
on
join
to
Hussein
to
Sunday.
invitation
set up by September.

•Alexander...

•Christopher...
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Refugees buried as cholera grips Goma
been transported to emergency
GOMA, Zaire (AP) — Cholera
missions set up by Doctors Withexploded in the filthy, teeming
refugee camp packed with 1 mil- out Borders, Delafortrie said.
Measles, dysentery and malaria
lion Rwandan refugees today,
claiming at least 800 lives. Aid also have appeared. Others are
officials pleaded for world help ,dying simply of hunger. and
to care for the sick and starving thirst.
The streets of Goma were full
masses. The death toll from cholera, a of bodies. More than 100, most
highly contagious bacterial dis- wrapped in reed Mats, ley on a
I-mile stretch of road from centrease, was up to 800 this morning
— only one day after the first al )oma to the airport. Some
case was reported.
bundles were only 1-foot-long,
."It is raging totally out of con- probably containing babies.
trol now," said Anouk DelaforTwo crude crosies cut from a
trie, a spokeswoman for Doctors tree branch on the edge of banana
Without Borders in 'Belgium. plantation mark a burial pit filled
"Tens of thousands of people with more than 200 bodies.
could be infected with the disease
"People are dying by the
in the coming hours and days." dozens. We cannot cope with it,"
Doctors predicted one in every Filippo Grandi, director of
100 refugees would become emergency aid for the U.N. High
infected. Hundreds already have Commissioner on Refugees, said
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McFadden said die rragat about 6 million megatons of
ments will hit the top of Jupiter's
TNT, an explosive power far larcloud .dover so close together that
ger than all of the world's
their "footprints,: or impact
nuclear bombs put together.
comet
earlier
marks, will overlap. She said the
of
points
Impact
resulting-. circular scars should
hits were still glowing with heat
resemble three o4 the famed
On Wednesday.
"We're really interested in, Olympic _.ringS:
A mark left by fragment G is
seeing wleit happens when the
of"
than the Earth and some
top
larger
on
almost
land
fragments
experts said it could persist in the
each other," said Lucy McFadJupiter cloud tops for moliths,
den, 4 - University of Maryland
astronomer. "It could be a_ real
boiling pot."
Steve Maran, a National-Aeronautics and Space Administration
astronomer, called the triple
impact "the greatest one-twoPick 3
three punch of all time."
4-4-6
Pick 4
4-1-2-5
Cash 5
19-27-30-32-33,
Lotto ,
above a fixed quota-.
Under Article 28 of GATT,
20-23-32-37-41-47
Supporters are taking the
however, 'countries that suffer
GATT route'because a' trade dis- from the 'restrictions can seek
pute panel last Friday ruled that compensation thrbugh curtailed
significant portions of the domesimports of some U.S. products. Sponsord by:
Shell
tic content law, part of the
The Agriculture Department
budget-balancing bill passed last
estimated when the domestic conyear, violated the agreement.
The law required all American- tent bill was being implemented
made cigarettes to contain at least that the restrictions would cost
75 percent U.S. tobacco and manufacturers $200 million in
charged fees on tobacco irriports 1994 alone in , higher tobacco
costs.
above the 25 percent quota.

day. The final impact comes
GREENBELT, Md. (AP) —
about 4. a.m. Fridayr
from
blow
The second and third
The triple whammy — three
the comet train-Sr-triple whammy
smash into the cloud tops of Jupi- comet fragments hitting close
together_just 20 hours apart —
ter today, delivering what one
astronomer called "the greatest - could create chemicaL reactions
not ,seen during the single
one-two-three punch" ever. .
Fragment Q2 -hit the planet on • impacts -earlier.
• If the triple whammy occurs as
Wednesday, and expert comet
watchers said fragments R and S expected, it will put three explowere due today. All were sive fireballs Within a small area.
The effects are uncertain, but
expected to hit so close together
that marks left their passage experts said it could create chemical reactions that would not
would overlap.
Three other fragments impact result- from A single impact,
Each of the three pieces ii only
later today, leaving only ;one
more fragment, called W, in the slightly smaller than fragment G,
string of speeding rocks that the, largest of the comet shards. G
started hitting Jupiter last Satur- exploded with a force estimated

•Tobacco...
FROM PAGE 1
Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
Brown was fighting efforts to
put tobacco import restrictions
into another bill — one implementing the' new world trade
agreement negotiated under the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade.
That language would let the
administration to use Article 28
of GATT to set a prohibitively
high tariff -on tobacco imports
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Snub' Cgfeterta Style

DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL
Only

Includes:

$f1943

• Your,Choice of One Meat
• IV° Vegetables or Casseroles
• Dinner Roll or Cornbread.
%dr
• Drink
Served Tues.-Set. II a.m. to 2 p.m.

4••••

Pk. Tax

Hwy. 121 North • Murray • 753-2348

NAL
Owens Chapel
Baptist Church
Kirksey, Kentucky
ivy. 783 North in Calloway County

%Fitly

25!-30,t

Service Times: 7 p.m. Nightly'
Prayer Band: 6:3Q Nightly
- DIFFERENT EVANGELIST EVERY NIGHT Monday-:.:... Bro. Headley Thweatt
Bro. Mark Thweatt
TuesdaY- •
Wednesday
Bro. David York
Mark Roberts
.........Bro.
Thursday
JFriday
-BreTLateson Williamson
- Bro. 13ill Miller
Saturday
Pastor - Bro. James Stom
1%

.7e
.

HENRYCOUNTY
MIC MEDICAL CENTER

.....

is pleased to announce
Dirk Harnp, M.D., Pediatrician,
has joined the medical staff.

\`.

Keepsake Holiday
Ornament Premiere
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Triple whammy series completes Jupiter slam

inju-

;very1. He
s our

this morning. "The ball is now in capital, and Goma.
"We're talking about tour sites
the court of the governments."
that are the biggest refugee
Daan Everets of the World
Food Program said that, as of this camps ever," Grandi said. The
four sites outside Goma are filled
morning, no U.N. food had yet with
150,000 to 350,0(X) people
reached the refugees.
each.
Officials had planned to distriThe desperate conditions didn't
bute food at one site Wednesday, stop tens of
thousands .rutire Hutu
but weren't able to because the refugees from
fleeing into Zaire
road they were traveling on was on
Wednesday. In the past week,
offiand
soldiers
full of Rwandan
an' estimated 1.7 million people
cials feared the soldiers would have
left Rwanda, fearing retribuloot the trucks.
tion from victorious Tutsi rebel;
The food shortage would who
toppled the Hutu
become acute Friday or Saturday, government.
Everets said.
The refugee exodus continued
The United Nations asked .for
airPlanes and people and equip- despite assurances from the new
ment to help unload the planes, government that innocent ciias well as 300 trucks, 100 light -'11artr had nothing to. leaf.
Those-fleeing are virtually all
vehicles, 50 water tankers and
road crews to repair a food chain Hutus, the ethnic majority in
between Kampala, the Ugandan Rwanda.
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Saturday, July 23 from 9:30-4:00
Sunday, July 24 from 1:00-5:00
IICMC asks you to join us
in welcoming Dr. Hamp,
who conies to IICMC
from Vanderbilt
University Medical
Center.
Dr.'lamp and Dr. Selby
comprise a team of
highly trained
Pediatricians, ensuring
that your child receives
the best possible care.

EAGER FOR CHRISTMAS!
Come by Saturday or Sunday for the unveiling of
our 1994 Keepsake Holiday Ornament Collection.

_VAR/Re"
'

•

*,
4

-

iv/
a I/1#•
•
:47-7.111101..

See our "live ornaments" throughout
the store and share some refreshments
with us. There will be balloons for the
kiddies and adults can pick up a
copy of the 1994 Ornament Dreambook.

„

35th
tit
Anniversary

ifiA1\ktit
NEW FOR 1994!!

INFANTS THROUGH
ADOLESCENTS

•-

• 35th Anniversary Barbie
• Christmas with the Bealles• The Wizard of of Collection
• Disney's The Lion King

Collector's may
now sign up for
the Keepsake
Ornament Expo
coming soon!

Paris Pediatrics P.C.

411=1*
-ifettemtcetk,

Debra Selby, M.D.
Dirk I-lamp. M.D.
405 .1Yson Avenue.Suite 13
Paris. TN 38242
(901)644 2747
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Anticipation is in the air

I have only seen them in person once. But I was sure the couple I spied making their way
around the corner of the Price
Where there is no vision, the people perish.' _
Doyle Fine Arts building Sunday
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC'.
afternoon was Murray State President Kern Alexander and his
wife Elizabeth.
They had just returned from
Virginia with moving vans in tow
to take up residence in Oakhurst.
The Fine Arts Annex fire wasn't
the greeting planned, but they
didn't seem to mind. They
walked around the building and
Dear Editor
then entered Lovett Auditorium.
Once again our thoughts are directed to the start of school and the
The •Alexanders were probably
gathering of school supplies to help Italy children in this cOrnmunity.
looking at the Fine Arts Annex
Each year the list has grown as we receive more referrals and as more
familties become aware of this service. Last year we assisted-just over '.for the _first tinie..;
But I realized as. I walked
300 from pre-school through high school students. Many of you have
, .helped us in the past rind I hope that you will be able to-once again.
around on campus that day that it
Students will return to school on August 18(Murray)arid on August 23
was the first time for me too.
_
There's the familiarity of the
(Calloway).
.
building. It becqmes apart of the
1 - Starting school with the proper supplies is so important for our young
people. They can begin their work with no delays and that's important to
landscape that the eye travels
over time after time but doesn't
their academic growth. They won't appear "different" from everyone
else and that will mean a lot to their self esteem. ,
sec.
•
'Those wishing to participate can do so by purchasing some of the
Friday night's fire .mak you
will
do the.
1 items listed below or by making a donation and we
notice it. The fire lacked the drapurchasing.
ma of flames. But what it lacked
At presentour inventory is especially low in the following areas: loose
I
in drama, it made up :for in
leaf binders and index dividers, pens, pencil pouches, notebooks(spiral
frustration.
•
kwire1ess), tillers, constuction paper, school glue, paint sets, broad
For the gawker,
that could
. crayons & pencils, small and broad markers, scissors (safety and
be seen was heavy smoke .and
pointed),school boxes,kinder Mats(new and used)and back packs(new
tired firemen.
and used).
Thank you for your -help!
.
Kathie Gentry, Executive Director •
Need Line
'
607 Poplar
Murray, Ky.

extensive water damage?
, Will students have to wait for
an insurance settlement (whenever that will be) before the items
are replaced?
Do lawsuits loom in the
future?
If undertaken, will the region
back any fundraising efforts?

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

FROM OUR READERS
Agency seeks school supplies

1

Gina Hancock
Ledger It l!rnes._ managing editor
The firefighters said they were again.
frustrated with -Mich unknown
- Seeing the Alexanders on camanswers to: What stage of reno- pus, I realized that this fire will
vation was each floor undergo- probably be the president's first
ing?--Where were construction
major challenge. And just like the
materials placed and were all the firemeri, he has his own unan.
•
floors safe to walk on?
swered questions.
Knowing.. the. answers, still .. What happens now' that the
didn't offer solutions • to the zero' building,under rbriovition has
visibility and unbearable heat:
been virtually condemned by the
I never noticed until the fire
fire marshal's office?
that the red brick building lacked
Will the $3.5 million already
windows. The ventilation slats, a - earmarked by the state flit the
part of-the 1945 design, are now
renovation count toward the obviaccented by black smudges from
ous expanded building project
that will now have to be done?
the smoke.
A fire makes- you aware of the
Will Frankfort recognize the
proximity of other buildings. This emergency and cut the bureaucratrine the Price Doyle built:ling and
tic tangle or will it take JO years
Lovett Auditorium
to get--the ,project back Off the
one ground?
nkorF importantly-no
wer—spadBut
was-seriously hurt.
What about the music instru- An event like the.Fine_Arts fire.„ meats, sound equipment and art
draws you back to it. again and: supplies • that have sustained

Alexander brings new life and
energy to the campus. At Western
Kentucky University, he showed
that he could develop ideas and
projects that definitely grabbed
attention. Some may have seemed
off the wall — but action is better than inaction.
•
' In MSU's case, we've already
had enough inaction. Maybe it's
time for some off-the-wall
projects.
As Alexander's vision comes
into focus for MSU, I don't know
what tie will see, but the anticipation of where he will take us is
there.
I'm sure that when he looked
at the Fine Arts Annex Sunday,
he didn't see an end, but a
beginning.
Here's to beginnings.

1

MSU appreciates firefighters
7

Deter Editor:
wish to express-my personal[Milks-and appreciation to the Murray
Fire Department, Chief Pat Scott, the Calloway Counqr. Fire Rescue
Squad and ChiefGreg Cherry,and the many volunteers that cape to the
aid and rescue of Murray State University during our recent fire tragedy.
It was an honor and privilege to observe the dedication and
professionalism displayed by the 200 plus firefighters. I sense a great
deal of pride in knowing most ofthese men and women personally and
knowing that they are serving our community.
I also wish to thank the many establishments and agencies that helped
with traffic, food and drink, comforting words, and prayers. The job
could -not have been completed as successfully and safely as it did
without. all the community coming together.
I would be remiss not to recognize the different agencies within the
university,. itself, their continued efforts and cooperation make the
university function in a professional orderly manner. Thank you facility
management personnel, food service personnel, public safety officers
and the university community.
"Thank you and God Bless each of you.
Joseph E. Green, Assoc. Director
MSU Public Safety Department
Murray State University

Writer questions missing wreath
Dear Editor:
Well it happened again!! Yesterday, I went to my husband's grave in
the Murray City Cemetery and the new wreath I put there two weeks ago
is gone.
What kind of person would steal flowers from graves? How can they
stoop so low?
They take the only thing we have left to give.
Anita Mansfield
1002 Fairlanc Dr. Murray, Ky

Success attributed to students, parents
Dear Editor:
As the 1995-96school year is rapidly approaching, I realized that
some recognition to many ofour parents and athletes was long overdue.I
coach girls' middle school basketball and track at Calloway County
Middle School,and we had extremely successful seascnia in both sports
this year. Of course, most of the credit for this success goes to the kids
themselves, but our parents played a big role, too.
'
We had two 7th Grade and one 8th Grade girls basketball teams, and
they had a combined 25-11 record with the 8th graders finishing as
district runners-up. Outside of the kids, special thanks needs to go to
Vicki White and Janie Pip,g for keeping the stats books all year,and the
other coaches, James Pip,g and Ricky Cunningham for all of their time
and hard work. We had tremendous turn-out at the games by parents and
other fans, and this made it all the more worthwhile for the kids. James
and Ricky have also spent a great deal of time this summer taking the
kids to team camps in Paducah and Martin. The team has been nearly
unbeatable. Thanks, James and Vicki, we appreciate your time and
commitment to the kids.
As far as track goes, we participated in seven meets this year; the only
team we lost to was Paducah Middle School.(They beat us twice,but we
also defeated them twice.) We had two school records set this year. both
by Brooke Lencki. She ran the 100 meter hurdles in 16.6 seconds, and
she made a long jumpof 1510". The great part is that she is only in sixth
grade, so lac* for her name in the future!She year ended with a first
place finish in the 1st Annual Calloway County Invitational which had
seven area middle schools participating. This was a tremendous
undertaking which would not have been possible without the help of
Stan Waller, our Track Coordinator, members of the high school track
team, and in particular, our parents. Al Lencki deserves special
recognition for contacting area businesses for donations, and also for
standing over the grill for 6 hours cooking hot dogs. Although many
parents helped,the names of Vicki White,Sheila Lencki, Debbie Doron,
Sandy Rushing,and James Sanders cone immediately to mind. Thanks
to everyone who helped.
This letter was written to help remind us how much effort it takes for
our kids' atheletic programs to be successful. The kids and the coaches
can not do it alone,it requires commitment on the part.of the parents. We
are very lucky to have that commitment from our parents at CCMS.
Please continue supporting our sports programs. Our kids, your kids are
worth it!
Sincerely
Nick Greenwell
Ri 05 Box 1178-A
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Patient, protect thy health
As you consider that Congress is
pondering whether to take over and
direct the nation's health care, remember that your Representatives
and Senatorslive and work in vity
with the worst record of on-lime
mail delivery in the country. If you
like government-run mail service -which costs 29 cents for a first-class
stamp while providing third-class
service (the cost will increase next
year with no guarantee of improved
service), you are going to love the
government-run health care system.
The latest tactic by supporters of
government-managed health care is
to trot out the class warfare theme
the Clintonites used so effectively in
the 1992 campaign when they
suggested that "the rich" were not
paying their "fair share" in taxes.
"Tell Congress you want what
they already have," intones the
announcer at the end of the antiHarry and Louise commercial now
being run by pro-government health
care forces. What Congress and
nearly 10 million federal employees
have is, indeed, what the country
ought to get. But what so many
federal employees have is not what
the Clinton Administration wants
the rest, of us to receive.
The Federal Employee Health
Benefit Plan (FEHBP) was created
34 years ago. It contains just 26
pages of rules and is administered
by the U.S. Office of Personnel
Managment with a staff of only 164
people. By contrast, the health Plan
proposed by the Administration is
1,364 pages long and it creates an
enormous government bureauc-

Code of Federal Regulations and 93
pages of guidance in the Federal
Personnel Manual.

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist _ •
racy. Multinational Business Services(MBS), a Washington-based
consulting firm, estimates that the
Clinton plan would create 59 new
offices or agencies at the federal,
stateand alliance level, staffed by
mere than 98,00b health care bureaucrats.
The FEHBP allows federal employees to choose from a wide
variety of benefits packages; offered by hundcreds of private plans
which compete for the business.
This essential element the Administration doesn't mention and won't
support for the rest of tisThis type
of plan, with real choices and
genuine competition within private

industry, would fix what ails the
current health system without reducing quality and without a crippling new bureaucracy that would
eventually decide who gets care and
who does not, based on cost alone.
Government would be sable to decide who lives and who dies according to formulas it establishes to
judge one's "quality of life."
The Clinton plan contains 818
regulatory mandates, according to
MBS. This regulatory maze would
require thousands of pages of new
regulations -- about 10 times the
number under which Medicare operates. By contrast, FEHBP contains 83 pages of regulations in the

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editOr. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters mast not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Wormy Ledger
& limes, P.O. Box -1040, Murrey.---Ky 12071:--
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Under the Clinton plan (and to
varying degrees in the other plans,
with the exception of the NicklesStearns Consumer Choice Health
Security Act), all health care spending, both public and private, would
be subject to rigid spending restrictions enforced by the National
Health Board.
Beyond caps on insurance premiums, the Clinton plan authorizes
state and regional alliances to impose Medicare-style fee schedules
on doctors and hospital. With
FEHBP,there are no premium Caps
or price control. Market competition between the various plans determines the prices -- which have
consistently been lower that most
other health plans.
If congress passes a version of
national health 'care, the sale of
treadmills, exercise bikes and
healthy food is bound to increase.
Americans will want to avoid like
the plague the goverment-run system, because if they get sick, they
could get sicker while waiting for
attention or be denied care by
faceless bureaucrats who will have
the power of life and death over
people they have never met and will
never see.
SCAM tactics? No. Scary? You
bet. Would someone please pass the
whoe grain cereal and skimmilk?
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Horse Shows planned at Fairgrounds
Calloway County 4-H Horse Show will be held at 2 p.m. and the
A.F, "Skeet" Myers Horse Show at-7 p.m. on Friday, July 22, as a part
of the Calloway County Jaycee Fair. Included in the 4-H show will be
17 classes, and is open to youth who have participated in any 4-H
activity this year. Prizes and ribbons will be awarded. In the Myers
Horse Show, 12 pleasure classes will be featured. On Saturday, July,
23, the A.F. "Skeet" Myers open, horse show will be at 7 'p.m.
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Sesquicentennial Shop open

_
already
ybe it's
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New Fall
Fashions
Arriving
'Daily'

The Sesquicentennial Shop, located on the East side of the courtsquare in downtown Murray, is now open. Business hours are 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on Thursday and Friday and 10 a.m. to noon on Saturday; or
by appointment by calling 753-3649. Items available include tee shirts
-with the official-city logo, note cards,,posters, jam and jellies. and
Christmas ornaments all depicting thetity of Murray's 150th birthday.
Special orders are available for home banners.

Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities on Friday, Saturday and Monday,
July 22, 23 and 25. Friday the grog; will meet at JCPenney parking
lot at 5:30 p.m. ,to go to Ryan's_ at Paducah and then watch Hot Air
Balloon Night Glow at Kentucky Oaks Mall. On Saturday the group'
will meet at 5:30 p.m. atJCPenney parking lot to go to 4 Little Pigs at
Benton and then to D.J.'s Country- Music Show. On Monday, the
group will meet at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant with Lew Jetton of
WPSD-TV as speaker. This is a support and social-grog) for all single
filen and women whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For mire. information call 753-7663,753-0251 or 753-820 -
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Singles -:'SOS,)- plan Satutday event
Single's Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Saturday, July 23,'
at 9 a.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre to go to for lunch on General Jackson, .visit Opryland USA, and take.in sight and sounds of
Nashville, Tenn. The SOS is a nonprofit; nondenominational, support
and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For More information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Linda, 437-4414,

Need Line needs pantry items
'Need Line is in need of some new items to help prepare
• food sacks
Tor clients.. Kathie Gentry; executive director, said items needed
include dry beans, tuna, _instant potatoes, rice and powered .milk.!
These May be taken to the Need Line office on lower floor of Weaks
Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
For information call 753-NEED.

New Providence holding revival
New Providence Baptist Church will have revival services through
Saturday, July 23. The Rev. William B. Miller, pastor of Sugar Creek
Baptist Church, is the speaker for services at 7:30 p.m. nightly. A potluck-dinner will follow the 11 a.m. service on July 24. The pastor, the
Rev. Odell Colson, invites the public to attend.

Carter reunion on Saturday
The annual reunion of the descendants of Elidge and Ada Carter
will be Saturday, July 23, at the Farmington Community Building. A
potluck meal will be served - at noon. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
The 21st annual Rose Ball with Charles and Elsie Thurman as hosts
will be Saturday, July 23, from 8 p.m. to midnight at Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University. A floor show will be featured.
The cost will be $14 per person. The public is invited to attend.

Republican breakfast Saturday
Jackson Purchase -Republican Breakfast Club will have its monthly
meeting in Calloway County this month. It will be Saturday, July 23,
at a.m. at ShoneY's-Restaurant. Mait-17-Canady, Chairman of Republican Party Of Calloway County, urges the public to attend this special meeting.

Fair Teen Pageant planned
The First Calloway County Jaycees Fair Teen Pageant will be Sunday, _July 14, at Jeffrey G_ym at Calloway County High School. Contestants must reach age IS by Oa 31,-1994, and cannot reach age16
by Oct. 31, 1994. Entries must be received by Wednesday, July 20.
Registration will be from 2 to 2:30 p.m. and the pageant will begin at
3 p.m. For more information call Jana Barnett at 753-0137 or Lynette
Mann at 753-1706.

Square dance planned at Paris Landing
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Dirksen and Boggess
vows to be said Aug..6
Clare Maxine Dirksen and Mark .Allen goggess, both of Memphis,
Tenn., announce their engigeinent and approaching marriage.
Miss Dirksen. is the daughter of Marcia Purpus Dirksen of Springfield,. Ill., and James b. Dirksen Sr. of Tallahassee, Fla, She is the
granddaughter of George and Alvina Dirksen of Sun City, Ariz., and
of the late William and Maxine Purpus.
Mr. Boggess is the son of Della Taylor Boggess and Mickey Boggess, both of Murray. He is the giandson of Rable.and Johnnie Taylor
and of the late Elmo and Kathleen Boggess, all of Murray.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Sacred Heart Academy, Springfield,
Ill., received her .Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting
in 1990 and her Master of Business Administration in Financ-e in 1-992
from Memphis State University. She is presently-employed as an
accountant by Perkins Family Restaurants COrporate Office.The groom-elect,-a graduate of Murray .High School, received his
Bachelor's degree in--Health and Physical Education in 1989 from
Murray State University; He _received his Master of Exercise Physiology from Memphis State Univosity in 1992. He is currently the Fitness
and Youth Director ai Wimbleton Sbortsplex, Memphis.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 6, at 7:30 p.m. at -St. Louis
Catholic Church, Memphis, Tenn. Invitations have been sent.
After the wedding the couple will reside in Barlett, Tenn.

U.S.D A. Choice
Trimmed Centei Cut

Brisket

The Dover Squares Western Square Dancing Club will host a
square dance on Sunday, July 24, from 3 to 5:30 p.m. at Paris Landing
State Park Inn. Lou Watson will be calling the square dancing and
Joyce Pickier will be cueing the rounds. All Western Square, and
Round Dancers are invited.

PADUCAH — Five Calloway
County natives were =gag the
197'students on the honor roll for
the fourth term at West Kentucky
Technical School.

They are James Stinnett, air
conditioning and refrigeration
technology; Monica Griffin, cosmetology; Mark-.Flood and Darby
Futrell, machine tool technology;

Maggie Gene
Lewis is born
atLouisville-

R See Page 6

Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Gene
Lewis of Murray are the parents
of a daughter, Maggie Gene Lewis, born Sunday, July 10, at Norton's liospital,
The baby weighed three
pounds, and 12 ounces. The
mother is the former Toni Ford.
Grandparents arc Nellie Lewis
of Murray, Larry Lewis of Paducah, and Richard and Linda Ford
of Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mae and Lestcl Elkins of
Murray, Mrs. Doris Williams and
Mrs. Martha Ford of Wolf Lake,
III. A great-great-grandmother is
Mrs. Ruby Lewis of Tescumseh,
Mo.

$2.59 id

Danish

Baby Back Ribs

53.99

Whole Hog

1.98 lb

Sausage Patties
Pond Raised

'3.99 lb

Catfish Fillets
Platter Style

51.49 lb

Bacon
Bread

Chicken Kiev

Calloway students listed

Rose Ball "planned Satur• day

Ind 93
'ederal

Clare Maxine Dirksen and
Mark Allen 8oggess to marry

7 OZ $2.89 ea

Chicken

Cordon Bleu

7 oz

52.99 ea

Mon -Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
"Quality and Service are 41"
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Morgan Thomas
Hays is born
here June 30
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Mr. and Mrs. Don Rays of Rt.
6, Box 338C-1, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Morgan Thomas
Hays, born on Thursday, June 30,
at 6:51 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
12 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Lisa Ann Morgan.
Paternal grandparents are Bob
and Nellie Hays of 805 Vine St.,
Murray, Maternal grandparents
are Howard and Griselda Morgan
of Rt. 6, Box 296, Murray. A
maternal great-grandmother is
Mrs..,,Hattii F. Elkins of West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
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SAIMAIINALE
At the Patio Shop
3 Days Only - Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

SAVINGS

up to

Selected Items

50%?

75%?
404..
Hoffman's

toll•
Our business is dedicated to customer satisfaction in
every area.- That's where innovation comes in.-Delivering each job on time and for the price agreed
upon are not just promises to us. They represent the business
practices ingrained in success, yours and ours.
When printing companies run into problems, the
customer is left with excuses and a product that doesn't meet
INNOVATIVE
their expectations. That's not the case here. Through
PRINTING &
innovative strategies or'just plain hard work, we get the job
done and get it done right. If by chance we do make a mistake GRAPHICS
inc•rporated
we make it right, guaranteed.
The fact is good business Tequires high standards and 1623 Highway 121 Bypass
we want ours to stand up to your expectations. In fact we , Murray, Kentucky 42071
are so sure they will, we'll guarantee it. So let's do business .502-7.53 $802
Fax:.502- 75.3-7314
the right way, together.

Mon.-Fri. 6-5 / Sat. 8-4
Highway 94 East of Murray • 759-4512
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Every Friday at 7 p.m.

s29300 Letter
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Jackpot!!!

• I I Caine. — $100 Each

a

• S51/0 Jackpot
One \umbel and SI1141 added to jackpot each week
• Leek,.

—
Numbers or Less Pays $2,300!
(Consolation Prize - Slow

. — Double Bingo pa.4.
• 3 Special Game,
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Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth!. Knapp

Ezell-Knapp-wedding
Vows said on June'25

Fin& Apparel

"A SALE SO SWEET YOU'LL
SAVOR THE SAVINGS"

Michelle LouAna Dudley and
Kelly Mark Woods to marry

Dudley-Woods wedding
vows to be said Aug. 20
Mr. and Mrs. Donald D. Dudley of Paducah announce the_
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Michelle
LouAna Dudley, to Kelly Mark Woods, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
Gene Woods Of Murray:
Miss Dudley is the granddaughter of Krsf.poris Rushing, the late
Mrs. Mary Ruby Hicks-and the late Mrs. Willie Waggoner Dudley, all
of Paducah.
Mr. Woods is the grandson of Mrs. Shirley Greenfield Hurt and the
late Luther Greenfield, the stepgrandson of the late James E. Hurt, and
the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Monroe Woods, all of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of Reidland High School and a
1990 graduate of West Kentucky Vocational School" with a license in
Cosmetology. he is employed as a cosmetologist at Curl's Beauty
Salon and at T3right's in Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah.
-- The groom-elect is a 1984 graduate of Calloway County High
'School. He is employed by Woods Plumbing...of Murray.
The wedding vows will be exchanged -on Saturday, Aug. 20, at 7:30
p.m. • at Rogebower Baptist Church, Paducah.
A reception will follow the ceremuny.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the ceremony and the
reception.
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and Randy Wright, masonry.
A grade point average of at
least 3.5 iS required for honor
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One All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffet
Lunch Only

$329

Two All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets

2for $699

Dinner Only

# I
'Coupon not good with
any other purchaee thru
7/21/94.

'

'Coupon not good with
any other purchase thru
7/28/99

DELIVERY ONLY SPECIAL r,
PICK-UP OR DELIVERY
42 Medium
10" Two Topping Pizza
II '4 Pizzas
plug... Two Drinks
2 Large
$610
$1.699
Pizzas
only

$1299

`Or,,nil Crust
•Up to lb Topping.
"Coupon not good with
any other therchaw thru
1//4.

status at the school and only %
or full-time students are eligible.
The fourth term was from April
18 to June 27.
West Kentucky Teck one of
17 state technical schools in the
Kentucky Tech System, offers
more than 30 career programs in
technical/industrial, business and
graphic commuilications, health
and human services.
Registration for fall classes is
now underway for the term to
begin Monday, Aug. 15. Admission counselors are available
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily to go
__over_student cbdiile Snidents
can also take the school's
entrance test any day at 9 a.m. or
1 p.m.
West Kentucky Tech provides
assessment and counseling as part
of the full array of student ser'viCes: Financial aid— and JTPA
(Job Training Partnership Act)
assistance is available.
For more information call
Registrar Nancy Curtis at
1-502-554-4991.

The Arts&
Humanities.

12" Pan Pizza
$
899

TODAY

There's something
in it for you.

RODUCING

not 899
.
1 9719
any 91919 179789491 1919
7/28/91

PICK-UP OR DELIVERY

Jo Ann Ezell and Kenneth I. Knapp were married Saturray, June
25, at 2 p.m. at Lope Oak First Baptist Church, Paducah.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ezell of Paducah.
She is- the granddaughter of Mrs. Joe Garnett Lwfman and the late
Mr. Loafman and of Mrs. N.-A: Ezell and the late Mr. Ezell, all of
Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wright Knapp of Nashville,
Tenn. He is the grandson-of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pelham and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Irving Knapp.
Dr. Willis Henson- officiated. Music was by Mrs. Bobbie Sue
Chumbler, pianist, Paducah, and Mrs: Cottay_ OttwaY, violinist,
Murray.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore-a formal wedding- gown of ivory silk faced satin and Alencon lace. It was fashioned with
a sculptured neckline and a fitted bodice, overlaid with reembroidered lace, pearls, beads and sequins. The long fitted sleeves
tapered into a lace edged point-at the fingertips. The empire waistline
fell into a silhouette skirt accented with lace appliques and repeated
again with pearls, beads and sequins that flowed into a full length
cathedral train edged in lace scallops at the hemline.
-• Her v-shaped headpiece of matching ivory satin was adorned with
silk rose petals and pearls to which was attached a pouf veil of
imported silk illusion. Her bridal bouquet was of ivory and peach
roses and ivy with strings.of cascading pearls. Her only jewelry was a
pair of ivory pearl drop earrings.
Mrs. Debbie Hall of Paducah was matron of honor. Bridesmaids
were Mrs. Laurie Ezell, Mrs. Lin4a Smith and Mrs. Sandra Bradford,
all of Paducah, and Mrs. Lesa Colburn of Benton. -They wore peach
satin gowns and carried ivory crochet fans which held clusters of
roses, ivy and net..
Andrea Hall of Paducah was junior-bridesmaid and Robin Nicole
Ezell of Paducah, niece of the bride, was flower girl. They wore peach
organdy and lace dresses and carried peach roses. Their escort was
Geoffrey McGiboney of Atlanta, Ga., nephew of the groom, who
served as junior groomsman.
Bill Stephens, Nashville, was best man. Groomsmen were. Dan
Knapp, Martin, Tenn_ brother of the groom, Phil Smith and Mike
Dennison of Nashville, and Bob Ezell, Paducah, brother of the bride.
Ushers were Alan Knapp and Brian Knapp, Martin, Chris Kennedy,
Nashville, and Brannon McGiboney, Atlanta, all nephews of the
groom.
The groom and his attendants wore black tuxedoes-with peach rosebud boutonnieres.
Stephanie Holland of Murray, cousin of the bride, kept the bridal
register. Programs and scolls were given by Joey Saddoris, Justin Holland, Jason Mangrum and Mitchell Saddoris, all of Murray and all
cousins of the bride.
A buffet reception, hosted by the bride's parents, followed in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
-The-five-tier-wedding-eake was-iced-in-ivory-ieing-with -peach-flow—
ers and was topped with a miniature bride and groom figurine. Ivory
columns separated layers which were centered with clusters of roses
and wedding bells. Smaller matching wedding cakes were placed
around the wedding cake. The serving tables were decorated in the
same color motif. All table-appointments were in silver.
Servers were Mrs. Debhie Byerly_of Paducah, and Ms. Michelle
Cutsinger, Ms. Melinda Smith and Mrs. Leslie Gray, all of Benton.
Assisting were Mrs. Gene Saddoris, Mrs. Keith Mangrum and Mrs.
James Holland, all of Murray and all cousins of the bride.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Florida and are now residing
at Paducah.
The groom hosted the rehearsal dinner held at Pines Restaurant,
Paducah. Covers were laid for 54 guests.

Michael Adams, M.D.

PICK-UP ONLY SPECIAL 4";‘
Buy any Large or Medium
Pizza at Full Regular Price,
Get a 12" Dessert Pizza

Family Practitioner
Announces the opening ofhis practice
in association with

FREE!!

Primary Care Medical Center

'Coupon not good with
any other perdu. thou
7/71/91.

'Coupon not good with
any other purchase *tn.
7/21/911.

Medical Arts Bldg., Suite 480W
300 South EightliStreet
Murray, KY 42071
For appointments call
502-759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122
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CALENDAR
Thursday, July 21
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters/5:30 p.m./office of Board of
Education.
Suppo44 Group for Blind/6 p.m./Annex
of Calloway County Public Library.
Info/762-6823.
Bethel United Methodist Bible
Schoo1/6 p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ Bible
Schoo1/7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Bible
SchooU6 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board/5:30 p.m./board room.
Irvin Cobb Neighborhood ,Watch
meeting/7 p.m. at Russell's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Nostalgia by the Lakeside/8
p.m./Kenlaite State Park Amphitheatre. Info/753-7040.
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/7 p.m. with .
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of- Calloway'
County Public Library.
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m./800
North 20th St., Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.
Narcotics Anonymous meet/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0781.

Thursday, July 21
AA and AkAnon -closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center. Benton
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m /Sirloin
Stockade.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
BYW dinner/6 p.m./home of Lynne
York.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draftenville.
-.Murray Women of the Moose/8 p.m.'
with officers/7 p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Pans. Info/Kennilh Broach, 753-3580
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30-4:30 p.m. Admission free.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Meal Preparation/10
a m.-noon, What's for Dinner?/12:30
.p.m./Homeplace-1850; Deer Up
Close/10 a.m., Eyes Of the Night/1
p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m., Red
Wolves/Coyotes/3 p.m./Woodlands
Nature Center; Planetarium Show/11
a.m., 1, 2, and 3 p.m./Golden Pond
Visitor Center. hifo/1-502-924-5602.
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. Mr. and Mrs. Billy Don Mathis

Stone and Mathis vows
solemnized on June 4

LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
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mobile. Librarian Ginny Morgan
She's really getting you Your
Teresa Jo Stone and Billy Don Mathis were married Saturday, June . is recovering nicely after surgery.
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look
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4, at Pennyrile Church of Christ, Madisonville.
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Leach and the late James Leach of Dexter. He is the great-grandson'Of
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Mrs. Lava Vaughn, also of Altni5-.
making crucial decisions under
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Ronny Stubblefield officiated at the double ring ceremony. Music
through
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reading
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that
run
Each has a twist in it
was by'Wayne Smith, Barbara Stoltz, Mark Smith and Sarah Stone.
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be
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prayer.
opening
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one's wits. Up till now, msot of the final page. This is mystery
-Oiven in marriage by her father, the bride chose a formal white
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floor length gown fashioned
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matter
recommend
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have
contained
combined with delicate pearls and iridescent sequins. The,gown fea•• • • •
inappropriand
language
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tured a high neckline, molded bodice and short puff sleeves. The full
Finally, there's Hoops! by
ate for rpiddle-School reading.
chapel-length train used cut-work motifs and a large butterfly satin
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Fortunately,
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changing..
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Garber III. It's a large forbow centered with satin rosettes.
and
mat illustrated history of profesR.L.
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iridescent
ot
lace
was
Her headpieee
Fear.Street series bre good exam- sional and collegiate basketball.
of pearls. The semi-halo was backed with .a pouf of illusion, dotted
pies
of a new wave of suspense/ The text is. easy' to read and the
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length.
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She Carwith pearls and illusion which cascaded
horror
books written with fifth , pictures are amazing, If youLro
ried abouquet of white and purple roses with baby's breath and white
'through
eighth grade readerds- in interested in the recent history of
pearl sprays.
basketball, this is one you won't
mind.
Valerie Franklin was the matron of honor, and Sarah Stone, sister of
want to miss.
scary
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to
The
books
are
the bride, was maid of honor. Allison McCormick was bridesmaid and
probably
interesting,
but
they
he
girl
bridesmaid.
Flower
was
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groom,
niece
of
Tori O'Bryan,
won't keep anyone awake at
was Samantha Hendrix, daughter -of Steve and Shirley Hendrix of
night. We're getting them as fast
Greenville.
as we can and the kids are readBest man was Brad Pritchett. Groomsmen were Chester Garner and
ing them faster than we can buy
Phillip Warfield. Ringbearer was Joshua Scott, son of Tim and Jana
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nephew of the groom, and Daniel Mooney and Mark Smith, both couIn the same vein, we just made
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Auge haul of books for our
The guest register was attended by Treva Stone, cousin of the bride.
readers (lower high school
junior
After a honeymoon in Gatlinburg, Tenn., the new Mr. and Mrs.
down to third and fourth grades).
Mathis are residing itt Murray.
It is a collection of 83 paperMr. and, Mrs. Mathis are both students at Murray State University.
back
books under the heading of
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EducaEarly
working
on
a
degree
in
She is a sophomore
We've got -books
"Shockers!"
tion and is employed as a receptionist at Family Haircare. He is preranging
from
O'Dell's The
Scott
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Jim
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employed
sently a junior majoring in Criminal Justice and
True ConBlack
Pearl
and
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Kelly's farm. '•
fessions of Charlotte Doyle to
My Sister, the Vampire.
Some of these are scary, others
It Works Wonders.
are more suspenseful than frightening: Six are Newbery Award
winners or -Honor-Books--and that
many more have won other prizes
American
for excellence. They're all highly
recommended (even for adults!).
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For a limited time...
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Call 753-9500

1" Pair
Regular
Price

Ladies'
Dress

a

(91" & '14")

Casual
Shoes
Factory Discount N
Shoes
100 S. 5th St.
OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

Friday,'July 22 thru
,oh.Saturday, July 304b-,,,
WEDNESDAY, JULY 27

2 p.m. - 4-H Horse Show

6 p.m. - Closing. Carnival Open
8 p.m. - Rodeo

7 p.m. - A.F. "Skeet" Myers Horse Show
SATURDAY, JULY 23
5 p.m. - AF. "Skeet" Myers Pony Pull
7 p.m. - A.F. "Skeet" Myers Horse Show

SALE

THURSDAY, JULY 28
6 p.m. - closing - Carnival Open
7 p.m. - ATV Drags

SUNDAY, JULY 24
Miss Teen Contest - Calloway Co. High
MONDAY, JULY 25
7 p.m. - Beauty Contest - Murray Middle School

Save now on GE and Hotpoint Appliances.
GE HEAVY,DUTY
WASHER &
DRYER PAIR
EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
2-SPEED WASRER
•4 water level selections.
•4 wash/rinse temperatures.
•8 cycles including 30-min.
auto soak

4•1'!

•

ONLY
.18.2 Cu. Ft. Capacity Model
HolPoint Rohlointor ctX1861S
• Adjustable glass shelves.
• Snack pan.
• Door: shelves hold gallon
ONLY
containers'

•

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

FRIDAY, JULY 22

Hot Summer

1.111.111/

Friday, July 22
First Baptist Church events include
Young Women's Bible Studyili pm
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean Fellowship/7 p m
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 pm
Country Dancs.,7 30 p m 'Hardin
Community Center
Line Dancing for members onlyS
p m "Murray Moose Lodge
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p m Islational Guard Armory
Bingo Play for Jonathon-Aurora Action Group/7 p m /Wishing Well
Public invited
National Boy Scout Museum.'open 9
a m -4 30 p m Info/762-3383
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
open 8 30 a m to 12 30 p m and 130
to 430 pm.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Deer Up Close'10 a m
Canine Communications/1 p m
Eagles Up Close/2 p m , Red Wolves.'
- Coyotes/3 p.m./Wooyllands, Nature •
Center: Preserving and. Riving
Boards/11 a.m./Homeplace-1850, •
• Planetarium Show/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
pm/Golden Pond Visitor Center
lab/1-502-924-5602.

PROGRAM OF EVENTS

k I

int,

Friday, July 22
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired Federal Employeesi'11•30 a m /Sirloin
Stockade
Bethel United Methodist Church
Bible- School/6 p m.
Westside Baptist Bible School/6 p m
West Murray Church of Christ Bible
School..'7 30 pm
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery meeting.'10
a m Potluck/noon
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Olympic Plaza.
Murray.8.30-11 30 am
Pstrkinson's Support Group
meeting/2 pm ,private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County • Hospital
Info/762-1100.
Singles Organizational Society
iSOS)/6 p.m for potluck and party/
Weaks Community Center. Info/
Jeanne. 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.
Hazel Centeropen 10 am -2 pm for
senior cittens: activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p m. for
senior citizens' activities. Country
breakfast 8.30 a.m
and,, Al-Anon open to
newcomeLs
p.m../American Lelton
Building, South Sixth.and Maple, Murray Info/7518136 or 435-4314.
"I Doi I Do!'/8 pm "Playhouse in the
park Info/759-1752. ' •
- NoStalgiabSr the- Lakeside/S.
•p m ./Kenrake State, Park Amphitheatre Info/753-7040.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Into.
753-TEEN.

Murray-Calloway County Fair!

SUPPORT

the

FREE
Delivery a
Normal
Installation

Model
WWA8600S

Model
DDE7200S

TUESDAY, JULY 26
9 a.m. - Cattle Shows
6 p.m. - Closing - Carnival Open
8 p.m. Rodeo

FRIDAY, JULY 29
6 p.m. - Closing - Carnival Open
7:30 pan - Tractor Pull
SATURDAY, JULY 30
12-5 p.m. - Kiddie's Day
6 p.m. - Closing - Carnival Open
7 p.m. - Demolition Derby

PAY ONE PRICE *INCLUDES ALL RIDES AND ATTRACTIONS •6 P.M.TO CLOSING

SAVE $1.00 OFF
$7.00 Admission Price

429

LARGE CAPACITY 5-CYCLE DRYER
•Automatic dry control & Timed
Regular cycles. •
•4 temperature selections.
•Huge door opening

Save 91.00 off admission to the
Murray-Calloway County Fair
with this coupon. Please present
coupon at gate. One coupon per
person.

With This Coupon

omys319
Gas Model D0G7280S also
available at extra cost
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Manager says growth continues for WKEITC

•
• .
V.
• a • s6
;
•

"We've had a good year,"
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative general manager
Glen B. Sears said at the annual
meeting July 16.
-Growth continues for phone
service, Sears stated, with 667

new appicauons for service to
date this year. "We keep running
out of lines," he added, and
explained that plowing for new
lines is continuing.
As another step in their effort
to keep abreast of the latest tech-

nology, Sears explained- that the
SST system has been put into
operation, enabling calls to be
completed in a matter of seconds.
For instance, he said a call can
go through from the local system
to California in three to four seconds. Other new phone features
are in the offing, awaiting Public
Service Commission approval,
Sears said.
Explaining the changes and
growth in the telephone industry,
the manager told the group there
are 27 different carriers serving
this area in addition to Bell and

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, July 24 A11
(

,

'
4
1\

zN lUlt-CAL

2-5 p.m.

.1)
REALTY.J)

Li

AT&T. Three of these carriers
handle 97 percent of the traffic.
The manager praised the co-op
employees for their perfect safety
record in the last years, working
158,433 hours without a lost-time
accident. -During the business session,
thice incumbent trustees whose
terms expired this year were reelected. They are: Bill Futrell.
representing District 1, Marshall
County; Gail Dobson, District 5,
Graves County and Delbert
Newsome, District 8. Calloway
County.
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Sick woman who died along freeway
was ignored by California troopers

MI

•

YORBA LINDA, Calif. (AP)
- A woman died of a brain
aneurysm in a car on the side of-a
freeway after two California
Highway Patrol officers found
her there covered in vomit, then
left.
/Authotifiet •vidrelinvestigating
why the'officers did not help the
woman, CHP spokeswoman
Angel Johnson said Wednesday.
The officers' names were not

r

Beauttilircotintry home on wooded lot. Built In 1989 with 4
acres, this 2.500 sq. ft. home is ready for you.
Wisivell Rd. to intersection of 1550 or 783.
Go-thru the intersection .to 3rd house on left.

For further Information, call or come by...
'1753-4444 • -I2th &'Sycamore

,released.
The officers stopped to check

out a report of a disabled car
about 2 a.m. Monday, saw Kirsten Harrington with vomit on
her clothes and then left, Johnson
:aid.

A tow truck driver saw the car
-about ,5;3.0 a.m. .and called
Authorities, but 'Harrington, 43',
had been dead -for about 90
minutes, pOlict said.
liaringtorrs. daughter, Tami
Ramirez, said her mother was
"left on the side of the road like
a hit dog."
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25% OFF

30°4-50% OFF
GOLD JEWELRY
•50% OFF 141< GOLD CHAINS & BRACELETS•
•50% OFF 14k GOLD EARRINGS
30% OFF 14K GOLD CHARMS
•30% OFF 10K & 14K GOLD & DIAMOND
ACCENT JEWELRY
•30% OFF OTHER GOLD JEWELRY
•

ALL WORTHINGTON°
SPORTSWEAR FOR MISSES',
PETITE & WOMEN'S SIZES
Sale 35.99 Reg. $49. Misses' long sleeve
plaid jacket-

Sale 18.99 Reg. $26. Misses' short sleeve
solid color shell

Sale prices afflictive July 17th through July 23rd, Additional 10% sayings
applies to selected sale-priced gold dents crIlY, including dent on this Page. Site exCludes Smart Value
items.

SAVE ON

SAVE ON ALL

MEJN'S STAFFORD' DRESS SHIRTS
Sale . _Reg. 17.99. Stafford' button-down

MEN'S HUNT CLUB'SPORT SHIRTS
Sale 21.99 Reg. $34. Fancy denim sport shirt
Sale 24.99 Reg. $32. Jacquard knit shirt

oxford

Sale 17.99 Reg. $22: Stafford' fashion
oxford shirt
Sale prices elective through July 23rd.

25% OFF
BLOUSES- REGULARLY $20 & UP
FOR MISSES', PETITE& WOMEN'S
•'
SIZES
Sale 27.99 Reg. $38. Misses' crinkle print big
shirt

Sale 27.99 Reg. $38. Petite long sleeve
button front tunic

THE MORE YOU BUY,
THE MORE YOU SAVE
SAVE ON COMFORTERS, BEDSPREADS,SHEETS,
BLANKETS, PILLOWS, MATTRESS PADS,TOWELS,
SHOWER CURTAINS & RUGS
•30% OFF PURCHASES OF $400 AND UP
•25% OFF PURCHASES $200 TO 399.99
•20% OFF PURCHASES $30 TO 199.99
sm.is off regular prices. Does not include Smart Value items.

The Hoinsplace-11150 at Land Between The Lakes will feature the Nashville
Weather In a Sumner Serenade on July 23 at 6 p.m. The group wIll-perform
mid-191h century popular music as visitors enjoy a unique dining experience
In the orchard area of the Hying history farm. Additional suppers are
scheduled for Aug.13 and Aug.27.To make reservations, call(502)924-1309
w9411611'11, and 4615) 232-6457 weeicsndy

Refugee Haitians, U.S.
Marines both wait, wonder
GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAmerican reporters had brought
AL BASE, Cuba (AP)- On the no news that will change their
hardscrabble walk areas of a refu- - -Situation.
gee camp here' and on the decks
In the sparkling waters just
of U.S. Navy warships within. east of Guantanamo Bay, about
sight of the rocky coastline, two. 2,000- Marines aboard the USS
separate-but oddly similar waiting Inchon and four other amphibious
games are playing out.
assault ships also are waiting.
Both are tied to the political They, too, are wondering how'
-chaos in nearby Haiti. Neither long will they be kept on station.
has an end in sight.
When, if ever, will their comAt Guantanamo Bay, more, manders pass down the order to
than 16,000 Haitian boat people._ launch the invasion?are spending their. days with
.'1 think we're going in,"fiaid
nothing to do except sit in their Marine Cpl. Robert Bollinger, 22,
pink tents atop cots, fight off a helicopter mechanic who was
dehydration in the unrelenting checking a UH-1 Huey chopper
tropical' sun and bicker with the for corrosion Wednesday- as
ArrieTiean rh-diteary sectrrity others on the InchOn's flight deck
guards --and among iiitelTiselves prepared for night training over
- aboui the harsh living Guantanamo Bay.
conditions.
Bollinger just wishes it would
The worst of it, they say, is the
happen soon so he can get back
agony, of not knowing what will home to-Warner Robbins, Ga., to
happen to them, how long they see his wife and a son born nine
•must remain here, and when -if days after he shipped out aboard
ever - President Clinton will the Inchon in January far a
answer their hopes by invading deployment that he and the rest
Haiti and ousting the military of the crew thought would end
regime.
when they-retumed to Moorehead
"It's killing me. I get heada- City, N.c., on June 23. But two
ches every midday until the time
weeks later they were loaded up
I fall asleep," complains Fridolin on the Inchon again and headed
St. Fleuer, a young Haitian who to the Caribbean to be ready for
says he can't get an answer to his
possible ,intervention in Haiti.
request for political asylum in the
When asked about the prospect
United States, where his mother of an American invasion, senior
lives.
officers aboard the Inchon 'and
Haitian 'boat people no longer other Navy ships off Haiti have
are being allowed into the United
little to say.
States,and those declared eligible
"I don't think it would be
for "safe haven" protection else- healthy for us to talk about how
where are stuck here indefinitely
we would 'kick down the door"
because no other countries have in Port-au-Prince to either evacuagreed to house the Haitians. ate American civilians there or to
Some have chosen to return to oust the military regime, said
Haiti; the great majority stay, Col. Martin Berndt. He is comwaiting.
mander of the 24th Marine ExpeSuch is the level Of frustration
ditionary Unit, which provides a
and simmering ihi,rj among combined air-and-ground combat
these refugees that St. Fleuer and force on the Inchon and three
some others trew, visibly upset other amphibious assault ships
when they realized that visiting off Haiti's coast. - •

LOOK WHAT
JUST ARRIVED
AT MURRAY
CABLEVISION!
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c01-3111 ESPN2
53

Reg. $12. Missy sizes

LEVI'S° 550, 560 & SILVER
TAB BAGGY

SELECTED GROUP OF
TEAM APPAREL

Reg. $46 & $54. In fashion colors.

Reg $12-$22.

SALE 9.99 SALE-15.99 SALE 4;99
HUNT CLUBS TWILL PANTS

Reg. 19.99. Missy & petite sizes.

DUCK HEAD* PLEATED
krik
TWILL

ARIZONA° SLEEVELESS
SILK SHIRTS

Reg $32

Reg. 13.99. Girls sizes.

111114 JCPenney Company,Inc.
Regular prices aegre•ing in IAN ad we elating prices only $ales Mori or may not hew been mact at regular prices
Sae pram en repels enema onerehisiese efteellni 611111A Salualaa
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Catalog Phone
159-4000
141004224161

Owe Phone
759-1400

Salon Hours
Mon -Tires Wed 10.8
Frl 9-6
Tlitml
Sal $t.'&1 1-5

Store Hours
Mon -Sal 10.9
gun .I230-$0
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channel 56

Channel 57

e've taken advantage of the latest in
technology to bring you more channels, more
choices and more control. All at a special
savings with our new TV MARQUEE"
Package with five new "a la carte"channels. They
are aH here, just waiting for you!
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Order Now Thru July 31st and
Get All 5 For $1.99/Month
Through the End of the Year!!
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18 women to compete Monday for Fair Queen title
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Murray-Calloway County Fair
Queen Contest, sponsored by
Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees, will be Monday,
July 25, at 7 p.m. at Murray
Middle School auditoriUm. The
change in place for the contest
was made because Of the fire at
Murray State University.
This will be the 35th year for
the contest to select the Queen to
raign over the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair to follow that
week at the fairgrounds on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road,
Murray.
The winner will go to the State
Fair Queen contest in January
1995 at Louisville. Gifts will be
presented at the pageant. A
rehearsal will be Sunday, July 24,
from 4 to 6 p.m. at Murray
Middle School.
_ Sue Allison, fair queen chair-"
man for Murray Woman's Club,
the public to atte-nd the
special event.
Past fair queens are Toni Burchett,
Donna Grogan, Carol Rolfe, Sandra
Costello, -Diane West, Ginger Pierce,
Rita Hurd, Phyllis Cunningham,
Debbie Edmondsi -Cindi Alexander,
Nancy Jones, Marilyn Simons, Joyce
Hopkins:._ Gale Broach, Krista Kennedy, Vicky Butterworth, Kathie
Broach, Paulette Hooks, Leslie Grogan, Janna Bell, Donna Swift, Carol
Spann, Brenda Conley, Karen Anne
Lewis, Jill Childress, Kim Greene, Marcy Marine, Allison Carr, Stephanie
Barlett, Brescia Huie,,Leigh Allyn Baker, Molly. Sims, Elizabeth Thurman and
Taryn VV.,Hansen.
The IS contestants include the
following:.
v

WHITNEY DIX
Whitney A. Dix of 919 Coldwater Rd., Murray, daughter of
Jennifer and -Ken Dix. She is a
student at Murray High School.

JENSEN SERRE DOUGLAS
. Jensen Setre Douglas of 705
Poplar St., Murray, daughter of
Dr„ Camille Scrre. She is a student at Murray High School.
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CRYSTAL JOHNSON

MELODY PARKER
Melody Parker of 2012 Coll*
Crystal Lynn Kirksey of Rt. 3,
Box 1059, Murray,.daughter of Farm Rd., Murray, daughter of
Delia Long. She is a student at *Sam' and Janic Parker, She is a
student at Calloway Cettinty High
Calloway County High School.
School.

CRYSTAL LYNN KIRKSEY

Crystal Johnson of 1103 Olive
St., Murray, daughter of Gary and
Sheha Johnson. She is a student
at Murray High School.

MELANIE St.EMMER
Melanie Slemmer 91 itt.:6, Box
239A, Murray, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tracy Slemmer; She is
a student at Calloway ---County
High School.

101.
RHONDA KimBRO

CANDY LEE MASON

. Rhonda Kimbro of Rt.-6, Box.,
Candy Lee Mason 'of P.O. Box
58, Murray, daughter of Jimmy
and Anna Kimbro,She is a. gra- 55, Hazel, daughter of Steve and
Carla White. She is a graduate of
duate of Calloway County; High
Calloway County High -School__
I •
School. - •

NATASHA SHOEMAKER

•

Teri. _Natasha' Shoemaker- of
1900 Melrose, Murray, daughter
of 'Terry and JoAnn Shoemaker.
She is a student at Calloway
Cc:gutty High School.

MITZIE LEE WINDSOR
.Lee - Windsor of
ilox. '329, Murray, daughter -of
Randy and Barbara Windsor. She
is a graduate of Calloway Couhty
High School.
•

Attend Murray-Calloway County Fair
Have You Been...
4
KERI LYNN BAZZELL
Keni Lynn Bazzell of 103 Williams Ave., Murray, daughter of
Dick and Dana Bazzell. She is a
student at Murray High School.

LESLIE CAROL HAMILTON
Leslie Carol Hamilton of P.O. -Bo-x--,811, Murray, daughter of
Carol Hooks and Johnny Hamilton. She is a student at Calloway
CounlY High School.
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GINGER LEANNE HICKS
Ginger Leanne Hicks of 1661
Dolly Ann Bogard of Rt. 7,/ College
Terrace, M.urraydaughtMurray, daughter of Nancy and er of Sherrill
and Janis Hicks.
Larry Bogard. She is a student at She is a
student at Calloway
Murray High School.
County High School.

DOLLY ANN BOGARD

ALLISON BURGESS
Allison Burgess of 1606
Tabard Dr., Murray, daughter of
Clayton and Linda Burgess. She
is a student at Murray State
University.

DE1DRA ANNE HOLCOM11
Deidra Anne Holcomb of 1716
Holiday Dr., Murray, daughter of
Tom and Carole Holcomb. She is
a student at Murray State
University.

4 a41LJuly 25th, 26th & 27th

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
Beginning At 7:00 P.M. Nightly
RegistigtIon Will Begin At 6:00 P.M. Monday,July 25th
CELENA COOPER
Coleus Cooper of Rt. 7, Murray, daughter of Roger and Mary
lasice-Cooper.-Sha ittstadant at
Calloway County High School.

AMANDA F. JACKSON
1
Amanda F. Jackson of Rt. 1,
Box SS, Almo, daughter of Joel
-and Rachel Jackson. She t a-stu- dent at Murray State University.

411.

Hardin Baptist Church Is Located On College Street In Hardin, KY
Poe More Information Call The Church Office At 437-4868
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Curry, Cats
mourn loss
of DiGiuro
Lexington police
check sniper fire
GOSHEN, Ky.(AP) — In what his pastor said was a tribute to University of
Kentucky football player Trent DiGiuro's
tife, 450 people attended his funeral on
,
tb,er-ctay he'•,woula have turned 21.
The Rev. Herb Laths, pastor of the
Transfiguration of Our Lord Catholic
Church in 'Goshen, told mourners Wednesday that -God has toueliedus through
Trent and we are better for having that
touch."
Kentucky coach Bill Curry and dozens
of DiGiuro's teammates attended the
uneral.
DiGiuro, a walk-on
'offensive lineman who
rose to first string, was
fatally shot during a
• weekend party in his
honor. No arrests have
been made and 'police
have few clues;

Dream Team II set for world
O'Neal, Kemp
talk up Team 11
By RICH GANO
AP Sports Writer
GO(AP) —.So who's better?
CH
Dream Team I with Larry and.
Michael and Magic and Charles? They
won their games by an ayerage or 44.
points while coasting unchallenged to
an Olympic gold medal two years ago.
Or Dream Team II with Kemp and

Shari and Zo and Reggie and K.J. and
L.J? They have younger legs and just
as much firepower.
"I know Charles Barkley and I
joked about it during the season," said
Shawn Kemp, Seaule's creative dunking specialist. "He thinks Dream Teem
I- is better and could beat this team. But
I think we're a little bit beyond what
he thinks. I think this team has more
speed."
Shaquille O'Neal put it this way:
"They didn't lose ever. .We want to
play our game and do the same thing

of that. I don't think you can look at
Dream Team I did."
Dream Team II other than to say that's
But that about a game between the
full of great players and quite a few of
two teams?
them arc young and- haven't reached
"We'll beat them," O'Neal said.
Don _Nelson, coach of the Golden- ..theit stardom or potential or have
enough history behind them like MagState Warriors and the world championship team, said the first Dream - ic. Bird and the other guy (Jordan), the
baseball player."
Team was unique.
Dominique Wilkins, the oldest mem"I don't know if there will ever be
ber of Dream Team II and a Man who's
another Dream Team I because we had
not sure which -NBA team he'll be
some Of the biggest stars to ever play
slamming for next season, said the
in the game at the end of their
careers," he said.
'It was a real special team because . IN See Page 11

adres, Pirates
fuel to fire
NL East race

•

DiGiuro

Lexington ,police'think a sniper using a
.• -high-caliber_rifle sat across the-street ear1 -4v Sunday, peered through the gun's
' scope and killed. DiGiuro.
Police spent hours Wednesday in the
neighborhood.near the UK campus, testing rifles-1nd scopes to see what possible
angles could have been used, Detective
• Don 'Evans -said:
By examining the trajectory of the bullet's entry point into-DiGiuro's skull, Lt.
Marvin Devers said, investigators think
, the shot came from someone hidden in a
residential area, lush with bushes and
shrubs, that is extremely dark at night.
Police think a rifle was used because of
the loud boom that neighbors reported
hearing about 2:40 a.m. EDT. A handgun
wouldn't have made such a noise, Devers
said.
."Right now,(premeditation) appears-to
he the case," Devers said. "But what the
, motive might be for doing that,' we have
no idea."
DiGiuro had his share of problems.
In September 1992 he was arrested for
' throwing a Lexington Herald-Leader rack
at a car in the Dairy Mart parking lot.
When the employee who owned the car
came out, DiGiuro shouted racial slurs at
him and threw the employee on the hood.
In January 1993, he was arrested for
stealing clothes at a department store.
DiGiuro'-s father has said his son' was
• working to put his problems behind him.
Michael DiGiuro also didn't know of any
problems his son might have .had -lately.

'

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

JUST IN TIME: Clay Lamb, first baseman for the Murray 10-year-old All-Stars team, stretches to secure a
close out against a Mayfield team in the Murray Invitational Tournament Wednesday night at the old city
park.

The Associated- Press
Thanks to the San Diego Padres and Pittsburgh Pirates,
there is a- tight race in the National League East.
The Montreal Expos and Atlatita Braves am. virtually
tied for the NL East lead thanks in large part to their
respective play against one opponent. Montreal is 12-0
against San Diego while Atlanta is 3-9 against Pittsburgh...
Take away those two matchups and Atlanta is ninei
games better than Montreal. The bad news for the Expos'
heading into the last 70-odd games of the season is that both series are finished. •
Montreal completed its sweep of San Diego and ran its
two-season record against the Padres' to 222 with a 5-2
victory Wednesday night. Pittsburgh, a foil of the Braves
only a couple years ago, beat...the Braves 5-4.
"I read in the papers someone called the Padres a Triple-A team," said Montreal's Butch Henry (7-2), who
allowed two runs On six hits. "A tot of people don't give
them enough credit. They swing the bat well. This is a bigleague ballclub."
Except against Montreal, which hasn't lost at home
'gainst the Padres in over a year.
- Moises Alou's bases-loaded RBI single off Andy Benes, (6-11) in the fifth broke a 2-2 tie, and Wil Cordero's two.
run homer, his 14th, made it 5-2 in the sixth.
. Mel Rojas and ,John Wetteland-, the latter earning his
16th save, finished up 'for Henry.

Texas roughs up Russell, Indians in 14
The Associated Press
The Texas Rangers acquired Manuel
Lee -to play the infield, not to hit.
The Cleveland Indians got Jeff Russell -to close out games, not to blow
saves.
Neither fulfilled their assigned tasks
Wednesday night, much to the delight
of the Rangers.
Lee, who had only 18 homers since
1985, hit a three-run shot off Russell in

the ninth inning to tie the game 11-11.
Texas went on to beat Cleveland 13-11
in 14 innings on Juan Gonzalez's tworun homer.
"I got lucky and hit the ball out of
the park," Lee said.
He also got lucky just by getting to
the plate in the ninth.
"We were talking about hitting Will
Clark for Manny, and I said, 'No I
don't want to,— manager Kevin Ken-

nedy said. "I didn't know Manny
would hit a-home run, but I knew he
wcfuld -have a good at bat. He's been
hitting well with men in scoring position all year. It worked out."
The homer Was Lee's first in 321 at
bats since last Sept. 3.
Russell, meanwhile, blew his fourthsave of the year — his first for Cleveland. He was acquired from Boston last
month.

'It's a tough loss," Cleveland's
Paul Sorrento said.-'"We were up,three
runs going into the ninth with our closer, and Jeff's been doing a good job.
It's just one of those things."
Larry Casian (1-4), the Indians' sixth
pitcher, yielded a one-out single in the
14th by Jose Canseco — his fourth hit
— before Gonzalez drove the winning
home run into the bleachers in left.
Gonzalez also homered in the third.

lives right up until someonetells you you've got cancer or
you hop on that plane and the
pilot says, 'Well, the landing
gear won't go down,' you realize how much control, you really. have.
"I felt like I was pretty much
in control of my life. I was
making decisions for myself,"
he said. "And Dr. (Frank) Jobe
took control away from me in
Vec,words:-'You have cancer.'

I won't come back unless I'm
ready to come back, unless I feel
I can make good contact on a
regular basis."

SUTTON, Mass. (AP) —
Paul Azinger had every reason
to think he had as much control
over his life as he did over hitting a golf ball. He was young
and rich. He drove for distance
and putted with precision.
For the last eight months,
though, he's been able to direct
his life about as well as a golfer
with a severe slice cap -direct a
ball: After that diagnosis, Azinger
Since he learned in December
underwent chemotherapy that
that he has cancer, the PGA
caused vomiting and hair loss
Tour's second leading moneywinner last year has changed -- and radiation that burned his
shoulder.
his perspective. Even though he
His condition improved
says he's cured of lymphoma in
enough for him to aim for a
his right shoulder blade, he's
return to golf,at the New Engnot positive it won't come back.
land Classic this week. He's the
"Nobody in this world can
defending champion of the tourbe 100 per cent secure," Azinnament that began today at
ger said Wednesday. "We all
Pleasant Valley Country Club.•
think we're in control of our

Paul Azinger

Then he was reminded how
little control he had over his
life.
,
What Azinger called "a fatty
tumor" in his left side that he
had known about for two years
was removed last month just to
be safe.
Now he's pointing for the
PGA Championship in three
weeks. He also won that tournament last year. And there's a
chance he could return a week
before that at the Buick Open.
"I just hope 1 don't have any
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FREE COMPUTER BALANCING 144'

For Installation and Service

age. He thought about his two
young daughters.
"I would hate for them to
have to watch me die while
they're in elementary school,"
he said.
Compared to that, missing
the New England Classic is
hardly a tragedy.
He held two fingers about
five inches apart — the length
of a gimme putt, the length of
the scar in his left side where
the tumor was removed.
Gripping a putter in his left
hand throughout the 40-minute
session, he talked about his
changing priorities. Suddenly,
golf is important again.
"I hit my first three-iron in
eight months, my first threewood in eight months and my
first driver in eight months" on
Tuesday, said Azinger, who had
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Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

Call 753-4563
1"t1,

kind of setback that would
cause me to.rnis,s the PGA," he
said at his first news conference
since his second surgery.
On Wednesday, he visited
other golfers at the tournament,
putted on the practice green,
signed autographs and posed for
pictures.
Azinger was only 33 when he
found out last December why
his right shoulder had been
bothering him for nearly six
months. He had cancer, but it
was in its early stages.

PERFORMANCL YOU
CAN COUNT ON!

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

r, 1 -1 South

He's no longer receiving
treatment or medication. He
was relaxed and talked matterof-factly about his disease and
his commitment to help other
cancer patients and raise money
for cancer research.
At the practice green, he
talked for five minutes with
Derek Austin, a 16-year-old
leukemia patient from
Worcester.
"Same hairstyle I had," a
smiling Azinger, Who now has a
crewcut, told the hairless
Austin.
"I wanted to see him," Austin said. "He's a good inspiration. He told me just to keep
my head up."
"Cancer knows no age,"
Azinger said later. "It's just a
horrible thing."
For Azinger, it forced him to
think of his mortality. He
thought about dying at an early
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Ccimeback: Azinger licks illness, golf next
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
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Salary cap forces changes in Isla

SPORTS

- BRIEFS

The Associated Press
The NFL has taken parity to a
Kingdoms to sit idle until repairs are done new high, or low, thanks to the
salary cap.
SEATTLE (AP) — The Seattle Mariners will not play in the
A veritable all-star team could ,an then retire.
Kingdome until King County officials assure them that ceiling
"I had made up my mind to
be assembled using the highinsulation tiles won't fall.
retire,"-Craig told the Quad City
priced
players
set
adrift
by
teams
Tuesday night's game with Baltimore was postponed after four
unable to afford them due to the (Iowa) Times. "I just didn't
of the 80,000 32-by-48-inch tiles fell into the -stands. An afternoon
know how I wanted to announce
limits
of the salary cap.
doubleheader with the Orioles also was postponed. and AL Presiit. I'm best known as a 49er and I
And the makings of an Alldent Dr. Bobby Brown moved a four-game weekend series with
had my best years there, so. I've
American team is sitting on the
Boston to Fenway Park.
dreamed of going out with the
sidelines
as
training
camps
begin.
Kingdome spokeswoman Carol Keaton said officials expect to
49ers,"
Many rookies are unhappy with
have the building ready- for an -American Professional Soccer
Salary cap constraints and •a
the
limited
money
being
offered
League game July 30. The Mariners are scheduled to start a ninedecision to use part of the rookie
by cash-strapped clubs.
game homestand Aug. 2.
pool money on veterans have cut
Take the New Orleans Saints,
into the 49ers' ability to sign
wtor instance. They had three AllBaseball players may set strike date
draft choices. Both first-round
Pro linebackers -last season. Had
NEW YORK (AP) — The executive board of the Major League
picks, defensive lineman Bryant
is the key word; since Vaughn
Baseball Players Association may finally set a strike date next
Young and fullback William
Johnson was cut while in the hos.week.
Floyd, remain unsigned. Also
pital and Sam Mills and Rickey
Union bead Donald ..Fehr said the executive board meeting probunsigned are third-round picks
Jackson are missing. If either or
ably will take place in the latter part of next week. He said the
Doug Brien, California's all-time
both returns, it'll be for a lot less
timing depends on what happens at the next meeting with ownerS,
leading kicker, and wide receiver
mow/ than they commanded a
tentatively scheduled for next Wednesday in New York.
Cory Fleming of Tennessee.
year ago.
In the midst of all this,.a note
salary cap is squeezing a
to sign extension. with DQlphins- lot"The
,Shula
• -•
'Of good people out of the ',of sanity •was injected -by Doh
game or -down in pay"
..- the Shula, coach -of the Miami DolDAVIE, Fla, (AP) — Don Shula is -expected to gign a contract
phins and the career leader in
Saints", Les Miller said.
extension that will give him the option to coach through the 1996
victories. He is reportedly ready
On
the
other
side
of
the
issue,
The
Miami.
take
another
job
with
the
Miami
Dolphins,
season or
to --sign a contract extension
there's' Heath Shuler, a highly
Herald reported.
•
muted quarterback from Tennes- through 1996.
The contract is estimated to be worth up to $4 million,-depending
Elsewhere around the NFL:
see. Had he remained in college',
on whether the 64-year-old Shula decides to continue coaching.
.he'd be among the front-runners
, Giants
Starting safeties Myron Guyton
Palmer shares lead at SeniOr British Open for the.Heisman Trophy this fall.
It's looking increasingly like he- and Greg Jackson and left cornerLYTHAM, England (AP) --- Arnold Palmer shot a 3-under-par
won't be playing soon, given the
back Mark Collins are gone via
69 in the Senior British Open to share the first-round lead with
- distance between his wants and
free ageticy, leaving the -job' of
Ireland's Liam Higgins and Italy's Alberto Croce.
the offer made by the Washingplaying defense to the likes of
Palmer, 64, eagled the par-5 15th and played the final 13 holes
ton Redskins.
John Booty, Jarvis Williams and
on the Royal Lytham and -St Annes course
6-under
Ili
par. _
Given this atmosphere, it's not
Jesse Campbell.
surprising that running back
"Wc only haCe,two
Roger Craig plans to sign with
it has to come:together awfully
the San Francisco 49ers — so he
quick," said Phillippi Sparks, .

a look at
my that's
a few of
reached
or have
ike Magrdan), the

est meman who's
he'll be
said the

;h Pirates,
East.
virtually
rt, to their -II is 12-0
Pittsburgh.
4. is ninei
the Expos
;on is that -

Vets, rookies feel pinch

sCOREBO.ARD

II Dream Team
The World Championship tournament begins Aug. 4 in Ontario,
newest version would probably Canada. The finals will be played
win in a matchup of the two .10 days later at SkyDome in
greatest .basketball teams ever ----Toronto.
assembled.
Nelson said playing time could
"It's much better' than being be a sensitive issue. He's dealing
on an All-Star team," Wilkins with 14 large egos and 14 milsaid after the team' first practice lionaires, although Isiah Thomas
Wednesday in Chicago.
and Tim Hardaway are out with
"It's unfair however, to try injuries.
and compare the two teams. You
Dream Team 11 is rounded out
have different ,players. Honestly by Alonzo Mourning, Larry Johnthough, I'd have to go with son, Derrick Coleman, Joe
Dream ll. These are my guys." Dumars, Kevin Johnson, Dan
Nelson claims he's taking
Majerle, Reggie Miller, Mark
nothing for granted despite the Price and Steve Smith.
superior physical ability of his
Nelson said he probably would
team. He plans to run a tough follow what Chuck Daly did in
five-day training camp at Moody 1992 — use a different lineup
Bible Institute _near downtown each game.
Chicago. The -team will play an
"We've asked everybody to
exhibition game Tuesday in leave their egos outside the door
Charlotte against the German and play the games for all the
National Team and another July right reasons," he said. "And
31 against, the U.S. Goodwill there is only one and that is to
Games team in Oakland.
win."
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FROM PAGE 10
worked on the shorter clubs earlier. "I didn't hit any of them
very good, but I did hit them
hard and I had no discomfort
whatsoever."
When he does return to competitive golf, he wants -to be able to compete.
"If I come out here and I'm
just walking around missing
4-footers, 5-footers and saying,
'Well, no big deal, at least I'm
alive,' then I'm leaving. I'll
quit," he said. "I won't come
back unless I'm ready to come
back, unless I feel I can make
good contact on a regular
basis."
He's confident he can do that
soon. He also expects there will
be distractions in his first round
back — huge galleries, hordes,
of well-wishers following him.
He said his short game and
his physical condition,are truer
than ever. His stamina, beesaid,
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is excellent.
He's feeling so good, he
jokes about the disease.
"My hair started growing in
about four weeks ego," said the
6-foot-2 Azinger, whose weight
is back up to 175 pounds after
sinking -to 158-. "I've beenthreatening to carve stuff in my
head, but my wife wouldn't
have anything togdo with that."
Then there was another hair
joke.
"I have dandruff," he said,
rubbing his hand over his head
as if to shake off the white
flakes. "It's brutal."
But he also was serious about
what he went through. Though
he's better now, things will
never be the way they were.
"All of us probably think
about cancer a little bit," he
said when asked if he didn't
worry about a recurrence. "I
just probably think about it a
little more."

Jane Rogers Ins.

MAGIC NEEDLE TATTOOS
•Only licensed tattoo
artist in Calloway Co.
+ Sterile methods

753-9627

•Coyer:up specialist
+ No drugs or alcohol
.+ Must-be atjeast
18 years old

+ Over 29 bright colors

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

+ Many designs to choose
FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL:

National League
•
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
56 36 .609 —
At ante
57 37
606 —
Montreal
45 50 . 474 174
PIN iadeiphia
468 13
44 50
New York
453 144
F ;orida
43 52
Central Division
W
L Pct. 'GB
596
56
38
7,,ncinnati
54 41
568
Houston
484 10'4
;45 ,.48
P7ttsburgh
473
43 48
Sr Louis
441 14'h
41
52
hicago '
West Divosion
Pct. GB
W
48 47
505
os Angeles
474 1
46 51
Colorado
469 3'4
45 51
San Francisco
385 1
37 59
San Diego
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco 9. Philadelpeia' 2
Houston 2, St Louis 0
New York 5, Los Angeles 4
Chicago 9. Colorado 8
Montreal 5, San Diego 2
Pittsburgh 5,- Atlanta 4
Tionda 8. Cincinnati 7
Thursday's Gems*
Atlanta i.Smoltz 6-9 and Maddux 12-5) at St Louis
1-2
and
F rascatore 0-0), 2, 535 pm
Oevares
;
Pittsburgh (Smith 9-7) at Houston tHarnisch 6-4),
•
'15 p rn
Only games scheduled

American Leeguia
All Times GOY
East Division
-• W
I Pct. GB
—
609
• Yew York
56 36
582 277
53 38
rialtimore
484 114
Boston
45 48
43 50
162 13'4
Toronto
• 42 53
442 154
Detroit
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
57 36
613 —
Chico
54
37
593 2
Cleveland
516 9
49
46
Kansas City
468 13%
44 50
Milwaukee
462 14
43 50
Minnesota
West Division
W
I. Pct. GB
489 —
46 48
Texas
42 54 .438 5
Calfornia
41 53 .436 5
Oakland
413 7
18 54
Seattle
Wed needay's Games
Baltimore at Seattle. 2, pad, stadium damage
Chicago 3, Detroit 0
Milwaukee 11. Kansas City 1
Toronto 9. Minnesota 2
New York 1, Oakland 0
Texas 13. Cleveland 11. 14 innings
California 8, Boston 4
Thuredsy's Games
Boston at Seattle, ppd.. stadium damage
Baltimore (McDoheld 11-6) at Oakland (Darling
• 9-9), 305 pm
-Chicago (Atvarez 10-5) at Cleveland (Martinez
9-4), 605 pm.
• Texas (Leary 1-0) at Toronto (Hentgen 11-6), 635
pot
Minnesota (Deshaies 5-9) at Milwaukee (Wegman
6-3), 705 pot
New York(Key 14-2) at Callornia (Finley 7-8). 905
D
•
Only games scheduled

who inherited left corner after
Collins left for the Kansas City
Chiefs. "If that doesn't happen,
it's going to be a rough season."
Broncos
Denver lost two rookie offensive linemen, one to injury and
one to early retirement. Kenny
Hall dislocated his right shoulder
during the afternoon practice,
Bengals
,sidelining him indefinitely. Scott
Ray Woodside, a rookie free
Vaughn quit, after two days of
agent, worked out one day with
two-a-days.
"He just said it wasn't what he Cincinnati and immediately left
thought it was going to be," camp after seeing his competicoach Wade Phillips said of tion. The rookie offensive lineman from the University of CinVaughn. "I don't know what he
cinnati hopes to catch on
thought it was going to be — a
elsewhere.
big NFL party, I guess. The guy
Meanwhile, the Players Assowas a starter in college and probciation_said-it is in the process of
ably one of their best players, and
filing a grievance against the '
Joe comes in here. and he sees a team,
.saying veterans .were preslot-of'guys. who are pro6ably 'bet- sured
to be in-camp -by Monday,
ter than he is.. He haa his own
the mandatory reporting date for reasons. He just didn't have his rookies.
Bengals-general manager
heart in it."
Mike Brown said the team did
Steelers
nothing wrong.
Gary Anderson, one of the
NFL's best kickers, is at odds
Cowboys .
with Pittsburgh management over
- Running back_ Lincoln Colemoney. Ander- man has been told to lose weight
— guess what
son says he won't report to camp -and is being fined until he does.
until the Steelers make good-on -a Coleman .came to camp at 256
promise to make him one of the
pounds and was fined $400..Dat‘.league's best-paid kickers. He las - each Barry Switzer wants
wants- 54.5 million over four
him `down to 240, and soon.
years. -The- Steelers- have
-l'o' disappointed in him andresponded by bringing free agenk_ he'.4 -better get that weight down
Charlie Baumann to-- training - - -- before the first --cut," Switzer
camp.
• said.

- 15 Years - Experience -

'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

MAJOR LEAGUES

Browns
There's money troubles haunting Cleveland, too. Wide receiver
Michael Jackson says he may
walk out of training camp by the
time veterans report if he doesn't
get SI million or more per year
for the next three years.
Jackson, who is under contract
for $649,000 this season, is seeking a three-year, S4.7-million
deal, said Jatkson's agent. Gary
Ubcrstine.

753-4748

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home.Stereo, Home Theatre

*
* and Home Satellite Dealer *

* Financing Available *
'Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer'
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden • Toshiba
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759-1835

Aren'tYou it\W
Glad There's

The Kentucky
Network
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• Choice of Mulching Deck options!
• Easy-to-operate foot-controlled hydrostatic
drive or gear
•Powerful Briggs & Stratton OHV
movair
engine with twin cylinders available
•Tight 22" Turning Radius
• A site for every yard:from 12.5 to WAIIIIIIIIIITT
Ask your dealer for
16HP hydro drive
complete Offish
and a See copy
• Covered by exclusive
ol Sy TROY 01 T
7 Year We/rarity
7-Year Warranty!

ky
I Sill & Olive Blvd - Murray,
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ARTS

t•

•

I Do! I Doi

Musica opens Friday

"Daddy's DO"(Who's got the WV)." The play will
These students are rehearsinglor the upcoming presentation of
Arts Theatre at the University of Tennessee at
Performing
Fulton
Harriet
be presented at8 p.m.on July 22and 23in the
Edie Love of Martin and Kristen Svialley of
Martin. Pictured are, seated, left'to right: Chades Walker of Bardwell, Ky.,
of Martin, Jennie Coleman of Martin,
Selah
Bryan
W.
City,
Martin. Standing, left ot right: Amanda Hardy of Union
Springs
Castalian
of
Robertson
Chuck
Jennifer Baker of McMinnville and

SUMMER DANCEFEST

t

JPDC opens season next week
great success with - including the
On July 28,tire Jackson Purchase - by the -company.
oflocal young people in their
talents
Rehearsal with the JPDC and
Dance Company will -open their
productions.
Playat
the
will
begin
volunteers
1994-95 -season with a production
beginperformance
house
with
the
entitled SUMMER DANCEFEST
'
Those interested in partcipatieg
_
ning at 7 p.m.
94 on the deck of the Playhouse In
Karen
in
SUMMER. DANCEFEST '94
Director,
Artistic
JPDC
The Park. The Jackson Purchase.
to
like
"We
would_
contact Balzer at 753-0396
said,
•Bafzer
'should
into.
like
would
Company
Dance
vite interested young people be- involve as'many young -people as by July 25. There is no fee for
tween the ages six to 14 to be a part possible in this production. We plan participation and no prior dance
on having a lot of fun while sharing
of this production.
a dance. company experience with experience is necessary. SUMMER
a
is
'94
SUMMER DANCEFEST
DANCEFEST '94 is funded in part
potpourri of dances based on the those_ who have never experienced
by the Murray/Calloway County
'
this
before."
music of American composers.
For the past year, the Jackson Chamber of Commerce Business
Local volunteers will be involved in
at least one of the pieces performed Purchase Dance Company has had Council for the Arts.
•
' 41...•••••

•
•

-

ICON ART SUPPLY

••••

New Owner: Debi Henry
Oils, Acrylics, Pastels, Watercolors,)
Paper, Brushes, Materials, Framing Services
(
•—
••••

Book Store

RAck

July 22 & 23, 1994

two on this program

Th.e Paducah. Symphony's
annual Pops Concert at the Paducah Summer Festival is scheduled
for the riverfront at 8 p.m. Saturday, July 30. As always, it will
be followed by a spectacular fireworks show.
•
The program will contain
selections designed for a broad
spectrum of musical tastes.
No pops concert is complete
without a march and there are

An "Aimed Forces Salute 7 is a
patriotic selection that includes
the official songs of all branches
of service — Army, Coast Guard,
Marines, Air Force and Navy.
"American Spiritual Festival,"

a work that was scheduled last
year but not played because a
wind storm cancelled the latter
part of the program, is scheduled

again.

The Bluegrass State Games is ters, home to the Bluegrass when
proud to Welcome country record- they perform as part of the open_kgi
ing,artists, The Kentucky licadhun-- Ceremonies.

IF YOU LOVE
MOVIES...WE'VE
GOT A DEAL
FOR YOU!!
_
Introducing...

et4,444

Come in & find new
books, reference
materials, school
supplies, gift ideas and
lots more all at
unbelievable prices.

The Book
RAck

t

There is always at least one
piece on the Summer- Festival
program for the youngsters. This
year it is the timely "The FIMstones Meet the letsons."
For those who are a little older,
selections from Oklahoma should
fill the bill.
Rounding out the program will
be "Mack the Knife," a standard
from Kurt Weill's "Three Penny
Opera," that was recorded by all

the popular singers of th 40s and
50s; The Waltz from "Eugene
Onegin," one of Tchaikovsky's
most unforgettable songs: a portion of Moiares well-known
"Eine Kleine Nacht Musik (A
Little Night Music);" and "Festive Overture."
The concert is free, however,
the Summer Festival Committee
asks those attending to make a
dollar donation at the gate to help
pay for the 10-day celebration.

Headhunter show kicks off Bluegrass Games

Discount

The nook

- Burl knew that I could.I actually
sat at his desk until he agreed to
let me direct. I would not let him
say 'no'."
She subsequently directed Romantic Comedy and The Odd
Couple (The Female Version)
and is now directing /Do!I Do!
Weatherly still has some problems communicating,butshe gets
her message across with facial
expression, hand gestures and
body language when the words
don't come out the way she wants
than to.. Everyone at the Playhouse knows thai it is all right to
help her complete a thought.
_ "She is doing a terrific job
directing this musical,"says Lana
LOUISE WEATHERLY
Bell executive -director. "She is
really an inspiration to all of us Weatherly because the play dealt
showing us all that the human
so much with her character's
spirit can triumph over medical
tenacious effort to keep her indepredictions."
pendence in spite of medical
IDo! Do!is supported in part
problems. Two women who had
a grant from the Kentucky
by
helped Weatherly recover from
Council. It will be presented
Arts
the stroke were also in the show.
in the Park on July
Playhouse
at
When Weatherly- would have"'
22-24 and 29-31. Friday- and
a
they
trouble getting line out,
Saturday performances are at 8
would step in and complete the
pm. Sunday performances are at
thought.
p.m.
2
It was very'appropriate for my
As a special promotion, all
character to have difficulty exnewlyweds(those who have been
pressing herself," seys Weathmarried for less than a year)and#
erly, "but with the help of those
any senior citizens who have
two women,. the audience never
been married 50 years or more
will be given a reduced rate to see
knew that I was really having a
the show on opening night or at
problem."
the Sunday matinees.
Right Mar that experience,
Ticket prices are: • adults, $7
Weatherly worked as assistant
seniors, $6 and students,$5. The
director on 'The Cocktail Hour."
Playhouse is fully acessible to
That gave her the confidence she
persons with disabilities. Those
needed to try her hand at directing
with sight or hearing difficulties
again. When she approached the
wil be given priority seating in
executive director of the Playhouse about wanting to direct, he
the first two rows.
Call the Playhouse at 759-1752
was very discouraging.
"He was very certain that I
for reservations or for more
could not do it" says Weatherly,"
information.

Paducah Symphony to perform at festival

•
•

4th & Maple • Court Square; Murray • 753-7201

r

The musical about marriage./
Do!IDo!,which is being presented at the Playhouse in the Park
for the next two weekends, is
being directed by Louise Weatherly.
Weatherly is a Murray native
who became involved in the
Playhouse when severe medical
problems forced her to retire from
teaching. After performing in
over40 productions and directing
nine plays. Weatherly was very
excited when she found out that
' the Play house was presenting I
Do!IDO!The play traces the life
of Agnes an Michael.through 50
years of marriage. She especially
wanted to direct a play about
marriage because her son. David,
is getting married this month.
"I just thought it would be a
wonderful gift for him and his
wife to see this play at the
beginning of -their marriage,"
says Weatherly. "There is something so special about this musical. It is so touching-and so funny,
and the music is just beautiful. I
think anyone wIfo iS Married Otis
thinking about getting married
should see this play."
Directing and performing at
the Playhouse have always been a
kind of therapy for Weatherly,
but when she had a stroke in
February, 1991, she thought her
theatre career was over. Weatherly woke up from the stroke
unable to speak read or write.The
doctors told her friends and
family that she would never be on
stage again, but thinks to some
very special friends from the
theatre and a wonderful husband,
who all worked tirelessly with
her, Weatherly was back on stage
performing in April,1992;just 14
months after the stroke.
It was an emontional role for

• TV MOVIE MARQUEE

HBO'• HBO2 • FILIX • ESPN2
American Movie Classics
Cartoon Network - Court TV
Country Music Television
Any Other Premium Channel

50%

(Choose from Showtime, Disney, Cinemax or Encore)

For Only...

$21 45/Month

(2 Premium Channeis - Reg. $2390)

WHAT A DEAL!!

OFF

Order by July 31st and
Receive 2 FREE Pay-Per-View
Movie Coupons...
Our Way of Saying 'Thanks!"

For book-smart
savings, come
visit us!

753-6005

Discount

YUMA V CARLE VI:MN

Book Store

Op

Dixieland Shopping Center • Chestnut St.
753-4821 • lit-r 930-5:30 • Sat. 9:30-4
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Their performance will be at 8:45 of Kentucky," said Martin, The
p.m., July 29 in Lexington at Com- Headhunters lead guitarist. "There
monwealth -Stadium- The_opeding areonly two things that.makes me
ceremonies are free and open to the nervous; playing at the Grand Ole
public.This year is the first year that Opry and playing in Kentucky. But
a national entertainment act has it's always good to come home to
play for friends and family."
been a part of the festivities.
"We are extremely happy to
Since they came together as a
include the Kentucky Headhunters
in 1986, The Kentucky Headband
as part of our opening ceremonies
have been recognized by
hunters
this year," said Sam Dunn, execuin the country
organizations
various
tive director of the Bluegrass State
music industry. They were the
Games.
Academy of Country Music's Best
The Kentucky Headhunters orNew Group of the Year (1989); the
iginated in Metcalfe County around
the early 1980's. The band"s mem- Country Music Association's Albers are: Fred Young on drums, bum of the Year (Pickin' On Nashville/1990), Producers of the Year
Richard Young playing rhythm guitar, Greg. Martin on lead guitar, (1990), and Group of the year
Anthony Kenny on bass, and Mark (1990/1991). They also won a
Grammy award for Best Country
Orr singing lead.
"First of all, I can't say enough of -Performance,- Group with Vocal
how proud I am to be from the state (1990).
•

TWO WEEKENDS ONLY-!1

I DO!I DO!
A Play About Marriage
Book & Lyrics by Tom Jones • Music by Harvey Schmidt

July 22-24 & 29-31
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m. / Sun. at 2 p.m.
Students - $5
Seniors - $6
Adults - $7

Don't Miss This Delightful Musical!
FREE TICKETS For Thom Monied 30 or More Years.
lipmessred la peel by •stem Iwo the
Ktroladly Atte Caraell„ e Otte way el the
IllitieeNtem MO 6 Hismaleisa Cabiast.

Call (502) 759-1752
For Reservations

Monday-Friday
1•4
11.0,

Register Foi Door Prizes
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211PlaY Ai
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C 10
020
025
030
040
050

Reader Ads
254 per word, $.5.00 minimum
1st day.SS per word per day tor
•och ad.:knots:a consecutfir•
day. $1.75 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.03 extra for
blind box ads.

I actually
agreed to
ot let him

ected RoThe Odd
Version)
Do! I Do!
;me probut she gets
'WI facial
Lures and
.he words
she wants
the Playill right to
thought.
Trific job
says Lana
r. She is
all of use human
r medical

CALL
legal Notice
Notice
Personois
Cora of Thanks
in Memory
lost & Fauna
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
UvestOCk & Suppries
Pouttry & Supplies
Prockice
Feed & Seed

190-•
370
390
400
550

.Y2/11Ide-V-M-B2Pald
A MAO tee soli be required le snake
cww champs lo ad alter clearable.

040
070
090
130
110

080
230
250
290
530

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Pent
Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Busness Rentals
Want To Rent
. Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Loose

4,70
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

650
5,500

License Permit
Intergovemrnenbal Revenue
Franchise Fee
Interest

"err

adults, $7
s, $5. The
essible to
les. Those
lifficulUes
seating in

.759-1752
for more

Estimated Fund Balance
End of Fiscal Year

WHO'S calling you? Cater
ID World of Sound
753-5865

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

I th 40s and
im "Eugene
:haikovsky's
Dngs; a porwell-known
' Musik (A
" and "Fes-

The following estate
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary within
six months of date of
qualification.

;e, however,
I Committee
to make a
gate to help
celebration.

Gladys Darnell Sims,
516 Whitnell, Murray,
Ky. 42071, Deceased,
Larry D. Sims, 301 Willow Stone Way, Louisville, KY 40223 and Arvy
Glen Sims, Rt. 7 Box
396, Murray, Ky. 42071
Co-Executors appt. 7/
7/94, Dennis J. Courtney, 204 S. 6th St., Murray, Ky. 42071, Attor-

rnes

Martin, The
tanst. "There
at makes me
ie Grand Ole
.entucky. But
Dme home to
family."

lwrI7
William A. Beisner,
1315 Poplar St., Murray,
Ky. 42071, Deceased,
Calloway
of
Sheriff
County, 101 S. 5th St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071,
Admnistrator
Public
appt. 7/1 3/94, Michael
L. Burman, P.O. Box 91,
Hopkinsville, Ky.42241,
Attorney.
Bryan Galloway, Rt. 8
Box 60, Murray, Ky.,
42071, Deceased, Anna
Frances Wright, At. 1
Box 80, Murray, Ky.
42071 and Deborah Richard, 815 N. 11th St.,
May1ield, Ky. 42066
7/11
Co-Executrixes
94, Sid Easley, 204 S.
6th St., Murray, Ky.
42071, Attorney.

ogether as a
ntucky Head!cognized by
in the country
:y were the
Music's Best
ar (1989); the
)ciation's Alkin' On Nashs of the Year
of the year
also won a
Best Country
with Vocal
G""•-••

Virginia Wan Towery, 502 S. 9th St., Murray, Ky 42071, Deceased, Jimmy Towery,
332 Tedlo, Knoxville,
Tn. 37920 Executor
appt. 7/13(94, Robert 0.
Miller, 201 S. 5th St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

kh midt

Lost
And Found
LOST In June, black & grey
tiger stripped male cat, disappeared on Old Murray
Paris Rd, 1 mile from 121
South 753-3994 evenings
& weekends

6,582

23,149

37.000
5,000

060

Full time, part time stock
& carryout person.

DANCERS and waitresses
needed at The Foxy Lady in
Pans, TN Please call Charlie or Jeri at 901-644-0301

12,000

5 000

168,728

11,149

1,582

be of effect on 7/1/94.
Mayor. City of Hazel

We

d love To Have You In Our Services

Mission
Murray Baptist
_
201 S. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Parvin Hall, Pastor
10:00 am.
10.- 45 am.

Sunday Morning

Sunday School
Preaching

Sunday Evening

Preaching

5:30 p.m.

Wednesday Evening Preaching

7:00 p.m.

LOST
cap, monogrammed
in gold-1993 State

Glass & Frame
Mirrors
Table Tops
Patio Door Glass Replacement
Window Glass & Screen Repair

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 In bonus
paid monthly, quarterly &
yearly PLUS TOP MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS
Other paid benefitsVacation-Health and LifeDead head Motellayover
Loading & Unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT
1-800-441-4394 Solos arid
students welcome

020
, Notice

A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Barry
Murdock, Executor, of
the estate-of Kenneth
Muraia, Deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District Court on or before
9:00 a.m. August 1st,
1994, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
John Coleman Jr., Executor, of the estate of
Iva Nelson (a.k.a. Ivay
Nelson),Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement mtnit be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. August 1st, 1994,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Jerry's

Champs.
Soccer
Lost on Murray Middle School grounds.
Reward $25.
Call 753-1982

The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for Modular Mobilwalls and Hardware until 1:30 p.m., Thursday, July 28, 1994.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky,
and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms there.

LEGAL
NOTICE

z

Royal blue baseball

INVITATION TO BID FOR
MODULAR MOBILWALLS,
DOORS & HARDWARE

Store Fronts
Plateglass
Insulated Glass
Tempered Glass Acrylics

AVON wants individuals interested in earning
$8-$14/hr No door to door.
1-800-827-4640

PICK UP & DELIVERY
• Installation Available •

BIG Apple Cate, Puryear,
TN is now taking applications for restaurant help
Apply in person
901-247-5798

Highway 121 - Mayfield

1-800-447-4164

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

44 Yet., Tlisat

Available Thru Ago 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

020

'free local claim service"

Notice
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ALLIANCE

COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

SWEDISH girl Interested in
sports, reading Other
Scandinavian, European,
South American, Asian
High School Exchange Students arriving August Borxime a host famity/AISE/
Call Emilie (502) 833-3229
or 1 800 SIBLING

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Real EOcee
lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sale
Homes For Sole

made.

OFFICE HOURS.
,
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

m.H.,,CELLANEOUS
410
540
560 ..
570

...,.........PuDIc Sole
For Trocle
Free Column
Wontea

DO you need a 6ED/ Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Frye days a week
between 8 00arn-3 00pm
This project is funded by
the. Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry_ Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
DRIVERS- Learn to Drive
with the best' If you're looking for a career as a professional truck driver, but have
no experience, training is
available. As a J B Hunt
.driver, you'll earn, up to
$26,000-$30.000 your first
year plus excellerft benefits Inexperienced drivers
call- 1-800-845-2197. Experienced dtivers call
1-800-368-8538. EOE/
subject to drug screen.
DRIVERS Regional operation is looking for single co
drivers Home every 7-14
days top pay, full benefits
Must be 23 with 3yrs OTR,
CDL w/HazMat & clean
MVR Single owner operators also needed Call
Jim at Whitten. Transfer
1-800-365-9488
DRIVERS wanted-National
flatbed carrier is looking for
experienced drivers to fill
our late model conventionals. Excellent pay and benefit package. 401 K plan.
Rider program. If your
ready to make a change
today
us
call
800-646-2328
DRIVER-You're never far
from home' OTR/shorthaul
opportunities, home weekly
(shorthaul), assigned late
model equipment,$750 experienced sign-on bonus
Burlington Motor Carriers
1-800-JOIN—BMC EOE
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home No
Free
experience
information/supplies. No
obligation Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to Horizon, Dept. FF,
PO Box 2149, Brownwood,
TX 76804.
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home
Start now, no experience
Free supplies, free information No obligation Send
SASE to VISTA- Dept
79, PO Box 60650, San
Angelo, TX 76906
FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES now has openings for
demonstrators No cash investment Part time hours
with full pay Two catalogs,
over 700 items Call
1-800-488-4875
FULL-time experienced
short order cook Well adlusted, versitle, fast production, no problems with
athonty, works well w/
others, neat in appearance,
and highly motivated Apply
in person from 8am-3pm
Mon-Fn, 10am 2pm Sat, at
Pam's Cake Hut, 410.Main
St

For Imo
Information call:

fr.

Notice

DEPENDABLE instructors
for fall dance Of exerose
classes 527-0171

DRIVERS Flatbed 48
State OTR Assigned new
conventionals, competitive
CABLE TV/installers
pay, benefits $1000 Signneeded for Louisville area
On Bonus, Rider Program,
Top pay Experience preFlexible Time Off Call
ferred, training available for
qualified individuals Musr, Roadrunner Trucking
I 840-876-7784
• have own late model truck
& tools. Must have current
pRIVERS-OTR Drive for
vehicle insurance,
best' Get home the
.
Corn, 8p0- 776-7229.
guaranteed 6-10 days
CAPTAIN D's is now taking Earn top pay and have time
applications for assistant to spend iti No Northeast
manager & manager trai- freight' No-touch freight'
nees Apply in person at 1yr OTR CDL & HazMat
Captain D's of Murray
req 1-800-848-0405

MERLIN Have you seen
our lost cat? Last seen hear
the water tower on 641 N
Male black short hair w/
white paws & white belly.
Wearing brown flea collar,
$50 reward 759-1020,
753-1206, 753-2694

12,000
42,000

Nt; pitons coat pleacii

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

• Doodillnos aro 2 days
hi advanted

Help '
Wanted.

Help
Wanted

Apply at Owen's
Food Market.

Advertisers are requ•sted to
check the first insertion of
their ode for any error. Murray
Ledger & ninO• will b• responsIbie for only one Incornet inserts-in. Any error
should b. reported Wnmod1alely so corrections can be

On0

Help
Wonted

LOST Near Irvin Cobb
Manna, Basset Hound
•• Luke, 15wks old Big reward Call Chuck or Allyson
Steffen, 436-2103 or leave
message at 753-7477

5.000

Streets
Total Appropriations

ival

050

4,000

210,728

SECTION II: That this ordinance shall

752

MASSAGE THERAPY
Relax, release. rejuvenate
To your home.service. By
Dave
appointment
753-3801 Enjoy in good
health'

1.472
3.000

Total Available For
Appropriations
APPROPRIATIONS
General Government
Fire
"
Parks & Recreation

II.
of the
wit

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.

SECTION I: That the annual budget for the fiscal year beginning 7/1/94 and
ending 6/30/95, is hereby adopted as followS.
GENERAL
EIRE
RESOURCES AVAILABLE
3.382
19,149
175,939
Fund Balance Carried Forward
3,200
24,167
Property Taxes

totion, all
have been
year) and
who have
s or more
rate to see
light or at

il!

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

ns,n

E stimating revenues and resources and appropriating funds for the operation of
city government, Ordinance No. 220.12, an ordinance dated June 6, 1994, to
adopt a general budget for City of Hazel. On a motion by Rita Enery, second Chris
Satterwhite, the City council voted to adopt Ordnance No. 220.12 relating to
general budget for fiscal year July 1, 1994, through June 30, 1995, on the second
reading June 6. 1994. In accordance with state law KRS 030 Motion carried on a
yes vote.
Whereas, an annual budget proposal and message has been prepared and
delivered to the City Council and whereas, the City Council has reviewed such
budget proposal and now, there, be it ordained by the City of Hazel.

ted in part
Kentucky
presented
tron July
-Way and
s are at 8
ices are at

- $5

TRANSPORTATION

Notice

LI

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
-leafing & Cooling
Services Offered

010

An ordnance adopting the City of Hazel, KentUtky annual budget for-the fiscal
year July 1, 1994 through June 30, 1995.

ME kC ANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trocie
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
APPliOnC es
Home Funisnings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musc01
Misceliarteeke
TV & Rada
Pets & Supplies

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chili:fear°
Situation Wonted
Busness OpportynItY
instruction

ANNO U NCEMENIS

ADJUSTMENTS

753-1916

TOZUZE

$5.00 Column inch
40% Discount 2nd tun,
50% bscount 3rd Sun.
011.1AcoM *Ni Mr6 Day Perot)
$1.75 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

All Day
25t Off All Beverages Th;u Sept. 30
Aug. 5 & 6 - Night Ash (Rock & Roll)
(Country Rock)
5%. Aug. 19 dr 20 - Southern Heart
Sept. 10 - Homade Chili Blues!
Roll)
Sept. 16 & 17 - Heart Break Station (Rock &

04
1)/eselA

PARTY!
GREAT ATMOSPHERE .1' COME

HARDEE'S of Draffenville
now hiring day shift employees all positions,
cashiers, cooks & prep Beginning wage $5/hr Apply
in person No phone calls
please
HOUSE of Lloyd Christmas
Around the World now
multi line hiring and booking early parties No expert
once necessary, work your
own
hours
I 800 264 2166
IMMEDIATE openings Organist and choir director for
First Christian Church
Please send resume to
111 N 5th St, Murray, KY
42071 (502)-763-3824

Halp
Wanted
NEtzD cookidishwashers,
no experience necessary,
must be willing to learn
Apply in person Spanky's
Restaurant Puryear, TN_

OWNER,OPEAA TO
Skipper Transportation is
now accepting new leases
Experienced flatbed
operators you can earn
NEED dancers Could superior pay through a
make $500 plus weekly company founded on
at owner 'operators
David
Call
800 456 7547
901 588-1442

.1 tte)/tiOn
( /1/ ,`Nitil'il ZIlli l ertiSerS!
• is a handy dip'on running
Monday in the dassifieds, you get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
at $10.00, for
.

iTlr

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

rlia-gorrtrzert
cocpuir •
—61

t
Services

'

Steve & Sheila I3•11
Serving Others Is %liar We're Aft About!
P.O. Box 888 • Murray, 97 42071
(502) 753-0498 • 'Voice Mail Box 888
'Voice Mail, Bi- WeektY Mongage
Child Products Division.. Personalized CfuldrenS
Books, Sfiliationat Materials, 5er1S01141 Messages
I950 TALK - 753-2284

Process/Manufacturing Engineer. Rapidly
growing automotive OEM joint venture molder
and extruder of rubber products requires
additional engineering staff. Candidate should
have knowledge of Autocad, SPC, cost and
scrap reduction methods,and project planning
abilities. Associate or bachelors degree in
mechanical or manufacturing engineering preferred. Salary commensurate with experience.
Excellent benefits program. Send resumes in
confidence to:
Kathy Stier
Manager of Human Resources
Plumley-Marugo, Ltd.
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN 38242

FIRE—CHIEF
CITY OF FUL TON
Resumes are being accepted for the position
of Fire Chief for the City of Fulton, Kerlucky.
The-selected individual will direct the. operations of the Fulton Fire Department and
Twin City Ambulance Service. The department is a combination paid and volunteer
service with 9 full time personnel and 211
volunteers. The City has a Class 4 ISO fire
rating.
Job description may be obtained on request.
Send resumes to B. Roger Pulley, City
Manager, P.O. Box 1350, Fulton, KY 42401 by
the close of business(4:00 p.m.)on August 12,
1994,
The City of Raton la an Frqual Opportunity bripkwer

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
It you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a few questions you may quality for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages br $4000 policy

age 50
111)6 55
age 60
age 65
age 70
age 75

MALE

FEMALE

$11 16
14 08
18 28
23 32 .
31 40
41 48

$856
)0 60
13 52
16 96
23 20
31 24

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

E

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Load 753-4190
I-900-455-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE
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PART-time cut grass
weed eat wAtef Plants &
misc 753 3018
PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Servicie is now acoepting
applications for light industrial waers at the Village
Office Center at 1406-E N
12th Si 9am 5pm

a ;

THURSDAY. JULY 21, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

ABSOLUTELY Clean' Experienced. dependable
cleaning service Home or
office. Refereaces available Call Kim at 436-2569
CLEANING houfes is my
business Reliable and experienced. references Call
Linda 759-9553

PC REPAIR- UPGRADESTRAINING AT YOUR LOCATION HAWKINS RESEARCH 753-7001

NEED a clean house? Call
me Charlie at 753-1416

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections call 753-9433
after 5pm

WILL clean houses, references reasonable rates
437 4064

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

Pos non

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

Wanted

ALTERATL,:..S repairs
and crafted T-sh,-ts Ruth's
See' and Sew, Country
Square 1608 N 121, Mur•
ray 753-6981,

CIVIL war. WW I or II guns,
swords, pictures, other artifacts Old_ Coca-Cola advertising or gas & oil ad
items, old stone whiskey
lugs with advertisments on
front Call 7513633 ask for
Larry •

VIBROSAUN Body Condi
boner combines vibration
with sauna in a rec-linging
position Call Tom Hopkins
502-753-6001

A MYRTLE Beach SC.
$9 95 per person per night
(Sunday - Thursday)boubie
Occupancy 5 night special
Beach, 'Pavilion, Amusements 100 yards. Pool
WEIGHT LOSS GUARAN- Fountainbleau Inn
TEED! Stops nibblers, bin- 1-800-331-7300
gars emotional eaters
Only $15 95 White Mini CANDELIGHT Weddingstabs Black Capsules Be married by ordained miChromium Picolinate avail- nisters in a candelight
able Call National Phar chapel ceremony or in a
maceutical riverside gazebo No blood
1 - 8 0 0 - 7 2 6 - 3 8 0 7 test-waiting period' From
COD's/CREDIT CARDS $89! 1-800-729-4365
ACCEPTED
GATLINBURG Summit
WOLFF TANNING BEDS Breathtaking mountain top
Over 100 commercial and views fireplace balcony,
home units in stock 100% kitchen clubhouse poolfinancing Prices starting at Jacuzzis Individual units re
$895. 1-800-848-7358
nted by Schweigen Enterprises Free Brouchure
Seamless
THE Gutter Co
(205)
aluminum gutters, variety 1-800-242-4853,
s
of colors Licensed in- 988-5139
sured Estimate available
759-4690

MYRTLE Beach -Luxury
Condos 1-2-3 bedrooms,
33 acre oceanfront resort 6
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
pools, dancing, live bands,
cleaningService Center,
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
sau WANT to buy: antique fur- servicing $15, most repairs tennis,
Possible $2 500 .Parttime niture, glassware & china. 1
rooms,
$35 Free estimates Route nas,exercise-garne
58 000 Fulltime monthly piece or houseful! Call 1 Almo Open 9-12, 1-5, $ 7 0 - $ 1 55
processing insurance_ 492-8128 between Mon -Fri 753-0530
1-800-331-7413
claims_ for Healthcare Pro- 10am-4,30pm
MTN MEMOSMOKY
yoders Software PrIrcliase
WINDOW & patio boor1S0
required pia comPuter Fi_ glass -rectlacernerit. RIES. Beautiful chapel- in
Gatlinburg•Weddings
Articles
•
753-2330
nancing available
For Saes
simple to elegant 1-800 722-SAMS
Photographs, Flowers, Vid*1 SALE' More to follow
DECORATING DEN eos, Lodging, Limohousekeeping
up
Breaking
Fastest growing interior deOrdained Minister-No
Lots of different stuff 1537
THE Ledger-Independent - corating franchise is offerAppliances
blood tests, No waiting
&
Fri
8am-lpm,
is seeking a general as- ing focal
Oxford,
franchise owner1-800/242-7115
upright,
KENMORE
1994
Reporter
signment News
ship opportunities. Proven Sat
atwith
cleaner
vacuum
good
with
OLD—
busines plan witp.training. AAPOST Frame Buildings. tachments Like newt Best WEDDINGS
writing skits Send resume support & advertising. Call
FASHIONED. Candlelight
Price
Eave
24'x40'x9'
Size
offer Call 753-1872
ceremonies. Smoky Mounto Editor PO Box 581 1 606-928-4033.
15,178 plus freight. Other
Maysville. KY 41056
tain Chapel, overlooking
Blitz Buil- DEEP freeze, refrigerators,
available
sizes
FRANCHISE for sale Maystoves, washers & dryers river, near Gatlinburg.
• SALES Reps, Represent field, Paducah, Benton, ders 1-800-628-1324
HORSE-DRAWN CAR354-8528, anytime.
malor banks at universities Fulton, 100 year old indusVtbraRIAGE. Cabins, Jacuzzis.
table
massage
ACU
or special events Exterk, try, 25 year old company,
saun (dry sauna) FRIGIDAIRE washer/ No tests/waiting. Charge
,
sive travel and reliable'
100% success rate tf you 527-0171
dryer, almond, $250/both
cards accepted. HEART•trackstaonalcon .a,P3ust. Sal- are accountable, responsiLAND 1 -800-448-VOWS
436-5725
ary plus commission, call ble and teachable
ALLIS-CHALMERS 12hp
(8697).
ACCI at 800-322-2464
hydrostat,
tractor,
garden
1 800 447-4889
160
48" deck. 3p1 hitch, great
STANLEY Home Products FRANCHISE
Noma
opportunity. shape, $675
Call
no
needs help With sales,
Furnishings
a proven operat- 474-8339
offer
.We
ex
parties no investment
ing system, proprietary
cellent earnings part or full software, and a nationwide ANTIQUE upright piano, 2 'BRICK, •red, velour
KTI and Associates offer
time Call 502 753 0674 for advertising and-public rela- $350 Plaid hide-a-bed swivel rockers, good condi
tion, $125 obo. Cal
mg a full line of investigative
_information
Call
$225
sofa,
759-4900
tions support program Call
753-3049 after 1pm.
services Bel Air Center
5pm
after
Hewitt
Jackson
THE touner Journal is
753-3868 or 436-6099
ALL in stock furniture, bedlooking for a self motivated 1 -800-277-FAST.
ATTN deer hunters Enteron
accessories
&
ding,
_individual to deliver one of
prise Industrial Meat Grin28(1
sale Must make room for
our Sunday only routes in
der, 115/230 v corbide
Ts.
new shipments Save now.
Murray, Hardin _& -Aurora
Call
blades, $575
Radio
Carraway Furniture, 105N
Must have reliable trans474,8339
3rd 753-1502
19' MEGATRON color tv,
_portatiOn & cash_ bond If
COLOR PRIN'TER $175 "BANKRUPTCY SALE1interested contact David 502-753-7001
four 1993 model, still in warwalnut
ANTIQUE
Cheap for cash New steel
HusseYal 1-800-866-2211
poster bed and chest of ranty, with remote, in good
condition. Best offer Call
EXCHANGE YOUR OLD (Shop) buildings, straigtit drawers $800 759-2580
barn-Tads. wait753-1872
HARD DRIVE FOR A LAR- sides, round roofs,
resses & dancers, $500
and
36
X
30-30
X
25
HOUSEHOLD moving
GER & FASTER ONE
';5Ius weekly Doll House
or Deliv- sale' 3pc bedroom suit,
270
CALL HAWKINS RE- 50X3000 Pick up
Parrs, TN
Cate
ered
Joe china cabinet, couch, chair,
Call
Mobile
SEARCH
DETAILS
FOR
901 642 4297 7pm-2am
1-800-374-8730
coffee table & end tables.
Homes For Sale
ANYTIME. 501-753-7001
Call 492-8600 after 5pm.
BAUER in-tine skates, size
14X70 CRIMSON,c/a, 2br,
8, $50 Pioneer car stereo, LARGE hide-a-bed couch, 172 bath, lots of extras,
$100 Super Nintendo, $50. $200 Willing to negotiate. $11,500. Call 753-3940.
Nearby 20,000 assorted 759-1914
1987 14X70 BUCO,excelbaseball and basketball
cards, including sets and QUEEN-SIZE box springs, lent condition, 2br & 2 full
mattress & bed frame, like baths. Built in appliances,
odd-ball cards. Call David
new, excellent condition, c/h/a, all electric w/pole.
Edwards, 753-1836
$300 492-8298
French doors, $12,000.
BOGARD trucking and ex753-8117 6-10pm, or leave
&
carpet
furniture,
USED
cavating, inc We haul top
message.
soil, gravel fill dirt, white refrigerators I also hand
strip & refinish old furniture 1994 BUCANEER 14X52,
rock rip rap 759-1828
George Hodges, 806 Col- new,furnished, in Fox MeaFOR sale couch antique dwater Rd
dows All for $23,000 firm
rocker, end tables, coffee
Call 759-9311
1206 Chestnut • Murray, KY
table; 2T Raleigh bike, caBY owner- 1987 Buccaneer
noe, ping pong table
double wide 26'X70', vinyl
753-6379
siding, shingle roof, 3br, 2
FOR sale: Sears upright FARM wagon, almost new full baths, den with fire-.
freezer, 16cu ft, $100. bed, $250 753-3683
place, central hie, stove,
Ashby woodstove, $200.
refrigerator, dishwasher,
saleFOR
sticks
tobacco
King woodstove. $75 Call
covered front
and air operated Burley large 15'X17'
901-247-7587
8'X12'covered back
porch,
press 759-1233
porch 24'X24' work shop &
FULL size waterbed
2 bay carport, other out759-4490
200
buildings 2 acre lot 3 miles
Across from First Christian Church
Sports
HONDA Pressure Clean641 South of Murray. Pr1892
Since
Serving Murray and Calloway County
Equipment
iced to sell Call 753-6962
ers 2200 PSI $698, 3000
PSI $998 Hose gun. injecI
pay
size
REGULATION
the
2
MOBILE HOME FINANCI (Duality workmanship at
tor, loaded, lifetime frame.
pool tables Good condi- ING:- ATTENTION':
I
lowest prices in the area.
COD/Credit Cards Factory
tion, $1,200 for one, $1.000 SELLERS/BUYERS 1976
Direct 24hrs Catalog
for the other or $2.100 for and newer from Green Tree
Summer Hours 12:00 till 5:00
1-800-333-WASH(9274)
both Call 753-9022 ask for Financial Refinancing/
LOG HOMES Design ser- Phil or 759-9203 after 5pm Equity Loans, Fast, friendly
ask for Joe Serious in- service Application or invices FREE BROCHURE
call
HONEST ABE LOG quires only
formation
HOMES 3855 Clay County
1-800 221 8204 after 5pm
RED 10-speed bicycle,
Highway Dept CK, Moss
1-800-895-1900
needs some work Call
Tennessee 38575 (800)
753-1872
MOBILE HOME REPOS
231-3695
FOR SALE Singles/
MOVING' Everything must
doubles Financing avail210
go, household, tools etc
able Clean, late model
Run this 2x2 cortistency ad in Classi*1 coon & squire dog for
homes Green Tree FinanFirewood
sale 901-247-3301
cial Corporation/Kentucky,
fieds every day,including the Shopper,
A FIREWOOD for sale 6 0 6 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0 ,
NEW metal siding & roof- 437-4667
for S160 a month (paid in odvonCe)
1-800-221-8204.
ing Cover 36 cut to length
galvanized
colors,
in 10
MOBILE home 2br, gas
220
and galvalume Secondary
heat, 100X100 lot in Pine
if available Portable carBluff Shores, $13,500
lAuskal
port kits 489 2722 or
436-5895
FENDER keyboard amp
489-2724
Excellent like new condi- TRAILER & small cabin out
PLEXUZ Body Toner, five tion $375 759-9932
on 1346 down by Ledbetter
timed positions of passive
Church 753-1038
exercise without added PIANO tuning John
753-9600
Gottschalk,
stress to all the major mus280
cles of the body & causes
Mobile
240
mild aerobic effect Call
Homes For Rent
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Hopkins,
Tom
Dows ow, a. 600:
Miscellaneous
502-753-6001
CHAPEL 2
BEAUTIFUL
A
POOLS POOLS"New 1993
Knights of Columbus Hall
CHURCH WEDDING pools now at big savings l
Kr qz west 10 johnny Robertson, Road South to So
Many models & sizes For Smoky Mountains Gatlin 2BR trailer No pets
3 mile
Hale Road 'cm on Sq Hale Road 1,
bug Chapels (Since 1980)
ex 19'X31' o d pool com753-9866
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC NON•PROIFIT ORGANIZATION
No tests-No Waiting,
plete with sundeck, fence &
Photograpy,
Flowto MSU 2Br, 2
Music,
CLOSE
Limited
filter
$988
only
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray
area 100% financing' ers, Suites We match any bath, central hia, stove, reCall price less 10% Christian frigerator, washer, dryer
Hurry'
1 800-759-6058 ask for cermony Rev Dr Ed Taylor and water furnished Furniture optionaP 1mo deposit,
1800-346-2779
Beth
Americas Socond Car
No Pets
$350/mo
AFFODABLE and Beautiful 753-9237
SHOPSMITH 5 tools in
Chapels Complete wedone Table saw, drill press
ding services in Smoky SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
lathe disc sander & hon
zontal boring machine. Mountain Wedding electric or gas Walking disChapels Rustic Log and tance to college 753-5209
$650 753-4506
elegant Contemporary
SUNOUEST WOLFF TAN- Call us before deciding
2Q0
NING BEDS New
1 800-262 5683 in DollyHeating
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Commercial-Home Units wood Country
And Cooling
From $199 Lamps112 So. 12th
Office 753-6910
3 TON GE Weathertron
Lotrons Accessories
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
heat and air unit with ther
Monthly payments low as
mostat Good condition
$18 Call TOday FREE
lowest Dotes in Town
492-8703
NEW Color Catalog
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
1 800 462 9197
PGT TRUCKING INC Career oeportunibes 101 truck
driving Be pre-hired before
fine hing school4GT along_
with Franklin Trruck Driving
School is holding an infor
mation seminar on July
21st at 10am.3prn8.7m at'
the Drury- inn in Padtican
Call 800 995 5832 for registration Walk ins are
tine Finandel aid available
for those who quality

Business
Opportunity

1113

Lowest Prices Ever
Refrigerator Liquidation
Save Up To $500

Call 759.4944
Displayed at Video Gold

L1JCUS SHOE
REPAIR
100 North 5th Street

Business on
a Budget?

Call 753-1916 for details.

RENTED

y 1114 Duckling
alL3210=111

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

CLASSIFIED
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Business
Rentele

Apertmease
For Rent

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/rno including all utilities 753-1266

MUR-CAL. Apartments now
aheepang applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4964 Equal
Housing Opportunity

PERFECT for office or retail business High visibiliai
on 121 Bypass 753-2225
before 5pm
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

Classifieds
Office Open
am.-s p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-12 Noon
Saturday

NEW 1&2br apis in Farmington Starts at $310 re
water & garbage paid
Stove, refrig, w/d, dishwasher furnished
345-2748 after 4pm,
762-4483 days
VERY nice 2br. 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished,
central gas heat & air,
$475imo 1 me deposit, 1
yr lease No pets Cal
753-2905, 753-7536

Want
To Rent
WANTED to rent in Murray
or nearby 2-3br home in
the $300-5500 monthly
range Competent & responsible refired couple
We will be traveling to MurCall toll free
ray
1-800-222-4427 & leave
message for Porter We will
return call

Rousse
For Rent
2BR house, Panarama
Shores, 5250/mo,
$250/deposit, references
753-6012.

28R near MSU campus, no
pets, deposit 753-2967 or
753-4857.

WANT lo rent a hice apart- 3BR bitch 4 miles-item
mentor house with pet Will town, appliances furnished.
rent.
pay pet deposit 753-2337 2car-garage,$500/mo
Deposit & lease required
759-4664
320

Apartments For Rent

5BR, 2 bath, 5400/mo,
must have references
474-8377 or 474-8222

1,2,3BD apts. Fumished,
very nice near MSU No 6 ROOM house, 1 bath, in
7 5 3 - 1 25 2 country wooded area Repets..
days,753-0606 after 5pm. frigerator & range furnished, new slam windows &
1BR apt, partial utilites vinyl siding, 2 miles from
paid $230/mo, No pets! city limits off North 161h.
Very close to campus Call Cat 753-8164 evenings be753-9586
tween 5:30pm-7:30pm.
1BR duplex on 280 taste- AVAILABLE immediately.
fully decorated, energy effi- 2Br house on N. 18th.
cient. $275/mo, deposit. No $425/mo plus deposit.
pets 753-8848, before -753-1266.
9pm.
NICE 3-4br brick house, 2
bath, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, w/d hook-up,
$550/mo plus deposit,
1BR low utilities, no pets, available August 1st,
references & deposit re- 753-9650.
quired, $185/mo. ROOMMATE wanted,
753-3949.
share 3br house, w/d pro1BR near MSU, appliances vided, nonsmoker,
furnished Coleman RE $150/mo plus utilities:
759-9906.
753-9898
•
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities. Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898.

SMALL 2br house, 6 minutes from town, lust off 94
by Duncan's Grocery ,
$295/mo 753-2339 or
753-8767.
360
For Rent
Or Lease

28R brick duplex, quiet
area, shade, new patio,
new refrigerator No pets.
$345/mo 753-6931.

BARNS for rent: Air cured,
Burley, Darkfired.
753-1300 or 489-2116 after
7pm.

2BR duplex in Panarama
Shores, lakeview, 1 block
to KY Lake, $250/mo &
$300/mo. 527-9639.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20-540/mo. 759-4081.

2BR duplex, $340/mo.
759-4406

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available. Call 753-2905,
753-7536.

28R duplex,
$20
He
7
2br duplex, fully furnished
including utilities. No pets,
no smoking. 502-753-6210
after 5pm.
3-4BR apt, extremely
close to campus. Low
rent. Available Aug 15th.
Call 759-1634.

320
Lkiestock
& Supplies
HAY for sale. Fescue or
Clover, $1.75 a bail or $2
with storage. 436-2569.
380
Pets
As—

AKC German Sheipherd
BRITTNEY RIDGE puppies for sale...female
APARTMENTS 5br, 24- $125, male $150.
. Father
bath, $840/mo Contact-imported from —Germany.
Century 21, Loretta Jobs 753-5705
Realty, 753-1492
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858.
FOR 3 people,
partially furnished, availLABRADOR puppies,
able June 1st, $150/mo
AKC, yellow, male & feeach 753-9564
male, guaranteed hips. Pa,HILLDALE Apartments radise Kennels, 753-4106.
under new management
PEG'S Dog Grooming.
Come see the changes taking place Now available 753-2915
2br apartment, 24hr main- PURE-bred Chows, ready
tenance Handicap acces- to go Kirksey 489-2042
sible Office hours Jana Nphtengale
8am-4 30pm Mon-Fri
Equal Housing Opportunity TOD* 1-800-545-1833 WHATS so different about
the Happy Jack 3-X flea
Ext 287, 437-4113
collar? It works! Now availKENTUCKY Lake, Lake- able for cats! CONTAINS
land Westly Village, lbr NO SYNTHETIC PYREapartment, utilities in- THROIDS! At SOUTHERN
cluded, rent based on in- STATES.
come 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
400
O pportunity
502-354-8888
Produce
LARGE 2br, gas heat
super low utilities, close to
college, other tennents are
quiet professionals Deposit required $395/mo
Available August 1st &
753-8828
NEW 2br duplex apartments, gas heat, w/d hookup. appliances furnished
no pets, availabie July 15th,
$425imo, lyr lease, deposit required Call 753-4873
after 6 30pm, Allen
Properties
NOW taking appiicabons
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad Si Extended, between 8am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity.

July 211 22
Rain or Shine
94 East lo East Y
Groc. 280. '14 mile
on left
2 pedestal Duncan
Phife table, 4 chairs,
Kelvinstor
refrig.,
frost free with ice
maker, Shirley Temple pitcher, antiques,
some tools, furn.,
shoes, clothes, etc.

Neighborhood

FUTRELL FARMS will
open for the season on
23rd July Will be offering a
full line of fresh produce.
Call 753-8848 on 22nd
July.
ORCHARD fresh peaches
691b. 56/peck, $11/half.
520/bushel 403 Sycamore 753-7483
410

Public
Sal.
SATURDAY, July 30.
10am 24plus scree, 11
tracts, home, general store,
mobile homes in Leitchfield, Ky Cal Auction Concepts 1-800-543-2083,
Mike, salesman, AuctionSW Tommy Hunt. Braker/

Avalon's(

Yard Sale
I kale on Beach
Road off Rt. 299
North of Klritsey
July 22
7 am-5 pm
Recliners, B&W TV,
Color TV,TV Stands,
Utensils,
Kitchen
Dishes, Pots'n Pans,
Linens,
Bedding
Slic-Nacs,

BIG GARAGE
SALE

Yard Sale

3.20

310

Moving Sale

Fri., 7-12
Sat., all day
Go 121 North to
Stella & turn
left on 299. 2
miles down on
left.
Children clothes, late of
nice adult clothes, dishes
household items and fur
tuture

4th house on right
after grocery on 94
W in Lynn Grove.
Rain Or Shine! Friday & Saturday 8-7

Furniture, household items, Clothes
(adult, children &
golf
maternity),
caddy, baby items
& misc.

Yard Sale

Carporf.Saie
121 N. across
from Dutch
Essenhaus
Fri., July 22
8:30 a.m. - ?

1618 Loch Lomand
FrI.8-3 & Sat 8-1
85 Chevy Cele-

Play pen, car seat, P.P.
"' kitchen,toys,children's
clothes up to 4T, womans clothes, shoes,
purses, kerosene healer, fishing equipment,
boat., canning jars,
much more!

brity-excellent condition, girls 20"
bike, weight
benches, motorcycle, clothing-boys,
girls, adult, toys,
2 household, car
stereos, radios.

Garage
Sale

YOUR
Al)

Corner of 400
Northwood Dr.
& N. 4th St.
Fri. & Sat.
8-3
old
Antiques,
jewelry, old dishes, tools & misc.

COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Moving Sale

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

1539 Oxford
(in Canterbury)
Friday & Saturday
July 22-23
730 a.m. to
12:00 noon
Nice girls clothes: sizes
10-12, boys clothes: sizes
6-8, exercise bike, mattress & bax springs (double bed), play pen, child's
car seat, toys, antique
flatware.
silverplate

Carport Sale
708 Payne St.
Between 7th &
8th St.
Fri. & Sat.
July 22-23
Furnishings from 2
BR apt., antique dbl.
bed $200, king quilt
spread $400, diamond
wed ring set $200,
trolling motor, depth
recorder, furn., etc.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CAT AL
753-1916
01.1Z
i‘D
COULD
BE
HERE

Garage
Sale
1635 W.
Olive St.
7-22 - 7-23
8:00 AM
to
4:00PM

753-1916
F-,

Yard Sale
Fairview Acers
Sub. 3 1/2 Mi.
South on 121
Fri, Sat. 8-5
Dolls, sewing machine, coffee table,
swan
concrete
of
planters-lots
country items and

misc.

if

YARD
SALE
121 South
Lynwood Estates
Friday 8-5
Clothes, canning jars, toys,
draperies,
purses & much
more.

N'our Ad
Could
Pf. ;kn.!

Real
Estate
ANDREW Farris Estates
or sale, off Martin Chape
Rd 759-9247
COMMERCIAL building for
sale City's best location,
Court Square, Pans, TN
Two story, 2500sq ft per
floor 1 800 447 4889
9am-6pm, leave message
FREE color brochure of
LAKE BARKLEY, KY bar
gains, 1 32 acres-$7,900
Nicely wooded lot w
deeded access to lake
Only 2 miles to state park
On country rd w/udis &
protective covenants Per
fect for vacation/retirement
home near lake Excellent
Call
financing
800-858-1323 Woodland
Acres 8 30-8 30 7 days
HALEY Appraisal Service
call
Bob
Haley
502-489-2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking-of selling
contact one of our coune
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
NEW duplex for safe: Cantbridge Estates: -Giro&
Steely 7536156
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Sie

Used
Trude

Lake
Property
YOUR OWN PRtVATE ESTATEI Build your dream
home on this 3 7 acre tract
on the corner of Van Cleave
& Kaye Road Priced right
at $14,900 Call Fred at
Prudential Sirk & Co
527-7000

3ale

Beach
299
(lritsey
t2

pm
I8W TV,
'Stands,
Utensils,
i'n Pans.
Linens.

41C
Lake
Property
12X60 trailer. carport w/
lights well septic, outbuild-

ing, ready to move into
-436-5648
KY Lake mobile borne
(14'X65'), remodeled & redecorated, glass sun porch
(12122), separate wash/
storage bldg (12'X24')
electnc & propane heat, %
"acre, 16 miles SE of Murray
KY),$29,500 Call
502-436-5332

AGE

m right
y on 94
Grove.
nil Friday 9-?
houseClothes
dren

kilS1)1.t

golf
iteMS

BLOOD River area, excellent view of lake, good fishing shared dock. 31x, furnished, carpeted. aw condition large screened porch
Call 753-0628 of 753-9623

HOG farm 11 5 acres. wa
ler, electricity far r owing
hous• Kirksey area
489-2617

NEW 3br houses OA aly
water & sewer Will consider trading for other property Priced in the $70'sto
low $80s 753-3672 atter
5pm

4

ASO

camper for sale set
p in Pirates Cove
492 8571
LOT &

Homes
For Sale

5 ROOM house near Paris
Landing State Park For
2BR on % acre with 2 more
call
info
out-buildings, new vinyl sid- 901-232-8309
ing told-in windows, new
well & septic system, com- 9YR old 3br home, Cedar
pletely redecorated 2yrs siding. pool with deck,
ago, gas heat. $36.000 paved drive on 1 acre of
land, nicely landscaped
100X140 SOUTHWEST 489-2440
with many extras, only 4
Villa subdivision All city
38R, 1 bath country home miles from town. $75.000
utilities reduced 753-4873
2 acres yard 8 acres of Call 753-6885
".
after 6pm
good pasture Fully
bath
500 S 11th St. 100x75
equipped satellite, large BY OWNER. 3br,
$6 000
wooded
deck, lots of room, newly brick ranch Eat-in kitchen,
753-7549
landscaped $45,000 In formal'dining room, Irving
TN close to KY line room, family room with i•
bay window. Central gas
901-247-3301
heat & air, wall-to-wall car.
HOUSE and acreage.
pet, ceiling fans„- gacuzzi,
753-1300, leave message
14x14ft storage bldg. Lot
489-2116. 75x150, adjacent lot availgam 6pm
7pm 10pro
able Walk to banks & shopwig Priced to sell, mid
570's, Call for appt.
('110\
753-4359.
TE ES 1 VIT.
J

CLASSIFIED

SATURDAY,,JULY 23„ 10:e7 A.M.
1510 MARTIN CHAPEL RD. • MURRAY, KY
LOCATION:In Murray traveling 641 or 121 South turn right onto Main Street(just past
McDonald's). Go approx. in miler turn loft onto 16th Street (at First Pffsbrefian
Quirib). Go 1.6 mile. Watch for.anction
At the borne of the late James Evtrett & aerie Williams Akerd Gray.

Sale

Lomeli
Sat 8-1
f Celeent con11$ 20"
might r.
motorcy,
NI-boys
ft; toys,
Id, tar
ladios.

_
»Real PAM* Sdts M 19:07 LevOutsumfing 1940 sq. ft. Brick Home,3 Bedrooms.2 Baths,2Car Garage,2434 sq. IL
Under Roof, 2 Large Beautiful Lots, an addnal 12013601 building let.
Considerthoseexcellentfeatures beginning with airsaractiviiirotight irate *minty daii
into the 5'45-entry foyer iv/guest doses; a 19's19' living.room with beautiful oak
hardwood floon:a 12`x12.75'dining room imparated from the kid= by-a convenient
breakfast bar and cooking island. The galley style kitchen is approx. 10's12'. It features
custom built cabinetry including a 4`16.5' panuy with double door and hinged shelf
storage. Outstanding 12'x24'family room with brick fireplace and hearth. All hedrooms
have oak hard wood floors beguiling with the 14.'s15' master bedroom with 11.5' of
double closet and enclosed shelving. The master bath is 55x9' with quality tiling and a
bulk in 7 drawer 2 door linen cabinet. The second bedroom is 12's12' and the third is
11'x12'(both have large closers.)The hall bath is 5.'8.5'uled.and-with a double door linen
cabinet. The attached 2 car garage is 19'x26'. It has an automatic garage door opener, a
work bench,a large amountofstorage cabinets and an utility closet with a washer & dryer
hook-up, Also on the property is the 12'x16' barn style garden building on a concrete pad
with a work bench;"daiible door entry and overhead storage. This fine home has many
more features both inside and out, inchiding an outstanding professionally landscaped
homesite that you must experience for yourself. Please attend our Real Estate Auction
Preview and discover what yois have been searching for. Pmview July 19th at 5:07-7:07
p.m.
AUCTIONEER'S NO.;lbe Gray's Home will be offered with for 2 lots combined.
The additional lot will be offered separate is well. Combined total of 240'x'1110' z.1.65
acres. The Gray Home was built by the late James Everett Gray as well as much of the fine
furniture selling at tlfii auction.'Certainly a master craftsman. Experience the fine
workmanship. Attend this. RARE kbsolute Auction and make the buy of a lifetime.
TERMS OF AUCTION: 15% deposit the day of the auction. Balance due within 30
days. A 10% Buyer's Premium will be added to the final bid and included in the total
contract price.
PERSONAL PROPERTY
ANTIQUES & FINE FURNITURE:
Pair of fine cheny arm rockers; pr. of
tapestry upholstered platform rockers;
La-Z-Boy recliner, 5 shelf 60's walnut
end table; 3 shelf Formica 112 table;
wicker child's rocker, chrome and wood
.60's end table; maple end table; goose
neck floor lamp; 60's 3 shelf table w/
lamp; 6 drawer ladies wood desk - 50's60's vinyl chair, maple 35" 4-shelf whatnot; outstanding 36"x51" extension dining table with 5 leaves up to 96", 5
barley twist legs-bunfeet 1/4 saw tiger
oak;6 straight beck tiger oak chairs - one
is host, barley twist legs; outstanding tiger oak 24" postage stamp tops 30" - side table
with barley twist legs, lg. glass ball & 4 claw feet w/shelf; Hand built 2 dwr.,2door oak
side board 3.3" L a 3.3" W;26" a 36" oak wall mirror - broken pediment; 2 oak wall
sconces; 50's metal stool; oak office chair; 27'x33'frame - gilded oval mirror;-2 cushion
Victorian style couch & matching chair - nice; pr. of upholstered brass claw platform
rockers,gold;360's sq. end tables - round coffee;.60's Oft. 2cushion couch wrtnatching
love seat; 18" pie crust top side table -3 leg pedestal table aimed uprights;25x45" oak 1
drawer library table, Tiger oak upholstered arm chair(Queen Anne legs); 60's 6drawer
oak coffee table; side table 4 leg w/stretchers - 26" pie crust top,tumed legs; oak round
pedestal sidetibre; 4leg oak fide table w/stretchers; 50's-60's Birds eye maple bedroom
suite (full bed head and foot board, bevel mirror, drop contour dresser, 2 night stands,
dresser chair);cedar chest;30's bedroom suite(dresser.4 poster bed,chest walnut, vanity
stool,30's; upholstered & wood aim chair,5 pc. United 60's bedroom suite(oak full bed
head &foot board,5 drawer chest-drop side dresser, vanity chair,night stand); Windsor
side style side chair;40's RCA Victor table radio, walnut veneer, beautiful Singer sewing
machine in walnut cabinet,early electric motor driven machine; rope bottom ladder back
chairs;beautifulSession oak mantle or shelf_clodt;bird bath;child's primitive°a rodrer:
round mirror(Victorian frame);old 3 door primitive kitchen wall cabinet,bead oak 65.2
door cabinet; porcelain top table; old sewing machine ca",wood side table.

JR

LD

916

I.

JR.

4.

LD

..a

1„E

916

1983 FORD Ranger,
$2.000 obo 436-2528
Mark
1987 FORD Taurus, auto,
power windows, 4 new
tires, a/c, runs good!
$2250 Phone Frankfort
or
502-875-4050
502-875-1844 nights,
dealer

NEW house for sal&
_2000sq ft, great location,
30r,2 baths, great room,dr,
kitchen, utility room, walk in
closet +las all city utilities,
county taxes & extras. Call
.during .daytime 753-7435,
evening 7534966.
SPACIOUS 3br.- 2 _bath,
with -great_flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen.-brealdeat
room, separate dining
room. Lots of extras, country club. view. Call for your
appointment today.
753-2905, 753-7536.
470

Motoreyelss
1982 YAMAHA 650 Maxim,
20xxx, 436-5648
485
Auto
Pwts
CHEVY PARTS- 3-24
- ton
Chevy 6X6 rear ends & 1
front end, all are 6.17 gear
ratio. Also, 1-2 Yi ton
Chevy Transfer Case. No
reasonable offer refused.
Also, 1971 Camaro body.
Make offer. Call Frankfort
502-227-2760.

Cws
1982 OLDS Delta 88 Royale, good condition, Mr,
silver/grey, $975 obo.
Chevy van, runs good,
$695 obo. Call 436-2109.
1984 CHEVETTE, 2dr,
white, a/c, am/fm cassette,
auto, 65,XXX, $1,000.
753-0126. See at 1523
Canterbury

It

rfiS Estates
artin Chape

building for
ist location,

Paris, TN
I0sq ft. per
-447-4889
a message
Drochure

of
EY, KY bar-

:res-$7,900
ed lot w/
;s to lake

state park
w/utlis
)nants Per
,n/retirernent
e Excellent
Call
Woodland
30. 7 days
sal Service,
Haley
Realty has
to purchase
I ranges If
got sellingour courte
ofessional
1222 or stop
1 Main St
r sale:
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1985 CUTLASS Salon,
V-8, black, wire caps, excellent condition, $5,000
Also 1986 Cutlass Supreme, V-8, t-tops, rally
wheels, good condition
759-1854.

.

1985 NISSAN, 2dr. auto,
air, sunroof, new tires,
$1,950 obo. 753-2976
1998 EAGLE Premier,
77,xxx miles. $4400
753-2816.
1992 EAGLE Talon, 16V
DOHC, 44)47 5sp, loaded,
excellent condition, new
tires, 46:XXX miles,
$10,000 -dbo; 1 owner.
502-753-8613 after
5:30pm.
1993 DODGE Spirit.
16,XXX miles, air bag,
cruise, a/c, tilt steering, am/
fm radio, rear door safety
locks, red Just take over
payments. 753-7287.
FORD Crown Victoria
1985, $700 502-382-2794
after 5pm -

1984 16FT AlurninaCraft.
40hp Johnson motor with
trailer 753-4549
1987 BAYLINER, 27ft,
sleeps 6 new carpet, few
upholstery, new paint„
Vulvo out drive, excellent
condition, $19,000
436-2163 or 436-5270.

1 1 1 1 1 A Hauling, tree
trimming, tree removal, &
cleaning out sheds, attics,
odd .iobs, & will haul &
spread mulch Free esti
mates .436-5744 Luke
Lamb.

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total Of 123acres or will sell in smaller tracts-two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
8280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
'to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment. The property Would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course: only seven miles from
•
Myrray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wingo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9822 after 5 p.m

1987 SEYVAN 16ft Vbottom eluesieum-- boat.
-Tivrt ALLerotiadmoWing,
197-Eifinrude 4Qhp motor, thinning treelitmoval Joe
1987 EZ Loader trailer, ex
436-2967.
cellent condition. $4000
obo. 247-1735.
1 1 1 A all around mowing
trimming, hauling. Mark
,
436-2528.
2 ALL round custom tree
trimmers, hedge's, removal,
light hauling, etc. 4yrs experience, free estimates
436-2102 ask for Mathew
Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates. 759-1683.

•ESTIVIT -AUCTION*
Saturday -July 23rd g.10 a.m.

Al Tree Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free.
:n47, _or
estimates. 436
".
492-8737.

FoirdiFisgpg Community'
Location:
from Benton, Ky. (Hold under Tent)

Take Hwy. 408 East 4 miles On the left.
WATCH FOR SIGNS!!

ANTIQUES! TOOLS! MOTOR HOME!
.BOAT & TRAILER!

AIR Conditioning. Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co. Service, unit
- replacement and complete'
installtion. Licensed gas in7
staler. Phone 435-4699.

Selling will be-personal psoperly of..
Mr. Johnny Burnett Byertey (Deceased)
SiouttElagnsfi - 'Yelp 41ci
LoCkwit
anti went la, Moo 4h1o

1010E reNnishingetur...niturer repair .& custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: -Faciory_trained by 3 major
manufacturers. AU work
and 'parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

Generation after generation of collectibles aff to
be sold to the highest bidder!!

ANTIQUES • ANTIQUES • ANTIQUES
Oak buffet(small w/beveled mirror and carved lions
head - old), glass door kitchen safe, glass door pie
safe(nice), ornate kerosene lamp,old console table,
pie safe on legs, large dresser yr/beveled mirror,
bowls (Carnival Glass; Blue Ridge; Fire King; Large
Fluted), blue crock bowl, Alladin -"drape lamp, red
sandwich glass bowl, old chaulk items, old tapestry
from Prance, McCoy tea kettle cookie jar, Westwood
cotton scales w/pea, old pictures, chef clock (w/
working eyes), shadow box mirror, Lincoln bank
bottle, 15+ hand stitched old quilts(some very old),
carved ink stamp -(border), lace tablecloth, old
photography equipment (still cameras, movie
cameras-hand operated, lights, etc.), graniteware,
occupied Japan kracklin squeezers pitcher &
bowls,old cookie cutters, harpsichord, Royal Copley
vase, glass bulldog spice set, metal lunch pail,
depression glass (several pcs. & patterns), cobalt
blue, Willow Ware (service for 4-Blue Willow).
chicken on nest (several), Dresden plate, old
pitcher's (buttermilk, water,depression, etc ), overlaid tumblers, W.O.W.stump toothpick holder & 60th
anniversary buckle, Putnam display cabinet (Putnam dye-tints) metal, Clark's 2 drawer thread
cabinet, threadle sewing machine, old wood & glass.
medicine display cabinet, old crouquet set, large
wall crank telephon, Elgin-National big wheel coffee
gender, slag glass, kitchen utensils, service for (8)
$et of dishes, crock bowls etc.,12(1/2) gallon beer
bottles w/boxes, milk bottles,3large brass Bausch &
Lomb lens, Maytag wringer washer,granite top table
(green), cow bells, old lanterns (several). wooden
beer cases, lots of wood boxes (asstd.), boxes &
boxes of old books(school, religious, story & morel),
old looks,shoe last, crosscut & one Man saws,"koolmetal tin, stemmed glasses (several sets),cast iron
(4 kettles-small, 03, 05, 010 skillets, dutch oven,
sauce pan #19, Griswold oven & more!!

TOOLS • TOOLS • TOOLS
Acetylene torch set (tanks, gauges extra tips.
Lincoln 225 welder-like new) 3/4' drive socket set
w/ratchet & breaker bar, Ingersoll-Rand type 30 air
compressor; dual stage, twin cyl. single phase w/
3hp electric motor rebuilt from factory, ARO 1" air
impact gun,(2) ARO 3/4" air impact guns(new), I-R
1/2"air impact,Duracraft 5/8'drill press on stand,(2)
drill press vises, Craftsman router/table/guides &
attachments, Duraaaft 4 ton hyd. porta power set,
Craftsman 6" planer, Wagner power paint gun,
Wagner power roller, Shop Smith - saw, lathe & drill
press, Craftsman 12' band saw/sander w/stand.
Craftsman belt sander, reddy heater 100,000 BTU,
shop vacuum, Wen Side grinder, Craftsman grinder,
jig saws, pad sanders, drills, freon gauges, drill bits.
paint guns, socket sets, ratchets, torque wrenches.
rigid pipe wrenches, expanders, pipe benders, 30
ton shop press, 3 ton cherry picker, air tank,
ancliors, binders, cornea-longs jacks & stands,
large ratchet binders, Poulan chain saw, snap on
torque head socket set, 1/2'drive impactsockets,air
chisel w/bits, rolling tool box & cabinet, Marquette
AC welder/battery charger, concrete mixer & tools,
wood chisel set and much,much more too numerous
to list!!

MOTOR HOME • AUTOS • BOATS
1968 Dodge Westwiml Islander(V-8 auto. sleeps 6,
low mileage, bath, dove, refrigerator, gas heat,
SUPER CLEAN!),(2) Volkswagon Karmen Ghia's,
18' Bee Craft Runabout Tnhull w/55 hp. Chrysler
outboard & Shoreline trailer, 15' fiberglass boat.
Powennate 4000 wan generator (gas powered),
Gilson 11 hp electric start nding mower, Snapper
riding mower, Bluegrass ncing mower
Terms: Cash day of sale. Lunch by Ricky's.
Make your plans today to attend this auction!!

Bunch Brothers

Auction a
-aitter

Use
MOVING sale! 1987 mini- .
van, good condition,
$2,750 obo. 1992 Nissan
S•ntrc $450. Call
753-8694 between
Oat*

1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1. Hauling,
moving,clean-up, odd joba,
tree trimming. treti removal,
yard mowing, mulch hauling. Clean up sheet rock &
other building materials.
Free estimates Tim Lamb.
436-5744. -

CLASSIFIED

c
t

496

TOUCIILESS AUTOMATIC
Owners girsher & Jimmy Jae Hale
1301 NAM St.•U.S. Hwy.ill N.•Murray. KY 42071

•

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A tree
'running, hedge trimming,
mulch hauling, light hauling
& odd jobs Paul 436-2102

Sell or trade 436-5082,
436-5811

FOR sale by owner 3br, 1991 CHEVROLET S-10
bath brick home in Blazer, auto, pis. p/b, a/c,
country (Dexter area), car- stereo, 4.3 V-6 Looks and
port, screened in front runs nice. $5,950„
porch, out-bieldings, 6.4 -502-8754050 (dealer).
a'cres of land. Call
1993 NISSAN pick-up,
437-4897 after 5pm.
7,XXX miles. Just take over
HOUSE 1.4 acres, new payments. 753-7287
paint, vinyl, carpet & central
iva Detached heated garage 753-9652

Ifyiemerimatr111118•01Ef caleusi ups mom
taisonag niemadaw

Services
Offered

16FT bass boat, 150hp motor trailer, custom cover,
skeeter Wrangler, $4,950

1990 MAZDA king- cab
pick-up. LE 5, high mileage,
$4,500 obo. Call 753-0851
after 6pm.

Savo J Bunch, Auctioneer
Roy Bunch, Auctioneer/Real Estate Broker
P.O. box 225 '
Wing*, Kentucky 420411

376-2992 or 376-2922

- r-

Ife••• 00•06•*/

530

'Boats
& Motors

1989 JEEP Cherokee Pioneer 4X4. 1 owner
492-8615

'IN Herrin, frame house on -• 2 acres, city...:water,
3br, large living room, with.
stove, refrigerator. 218.000.. BTU a/c's & 21ft
deep freeze. $30,000.
437-4180, 437-4234.

USED boats, motors trail-am 8 salvage parts for sale
Boat 8 motor repair AM
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Repair, Hwy 121 S
502-436 5464

520

1989 FORD Bronco 11 4X4,
blue on blue, auto, pls,
air, stereo Super nice'
$5,650 502-875-4050
(dealer)

IDEAL for starter, retire
rnent, or rental property.
Small 2br house with large
extra lot, 5 minutes from
Murray near Duncan's
grocery, $29,900.
753-2339, 753-8767.

MUST sell! 1985 Sea Ray
Runabout $6.250 obo
753-5927

CAMPER shell for small
truck, tike new $125 obo
527-2779

1987 MAZDA 82000 pickup cab plus LX, with Leer
fiberglass topper Asking
$4,700 Call 492-8544.

1984 CHEVY Celebrity,
2dr, sunroof, new tires,
needs mechanical work.
$500 Call 527-8167, leave
message.

APPLIANCES & HOUSEHOLD: Looks new 19" G.E. Color T.V. (stereo w/digital
remote); Magnavox AM-FM stereo receiver, Realistic patrolman CB 606-band portable
radio; White GE 17.2 cu. ft. refrigerator frost hoc White 30" Frigidaim range; 19" GE
color table model quartz tuning; Toast Master toaster oven;Sears 145 pt. blade; Hamilton
Beach mixeron stand;can goods;Toast Master grill; electric skillet West Bend;crock pot;
pots & pans; food grinder, flat ware; kitchen utensils; elect. iron; alum. 2 step ladder,
metal yard chair, strawberry handy; garden hose; 20" breeze box; step stool; indoor
planter box; 5 ft. step ladder, old prints; old piano bench; yard tools; lg. Igloo cooler, 2
wrought iron rockers; bird house.
BOOKS & RECORD ALBUMS: Novels; almanacs; Who's Who books; dictir1min;
medical dictionaries; tons of National Geographic.; medical books; wood working
books; English grammar books; old novels (hard backs); Ben Hur Abe Lincoln; The
White Rogse;sets ofliterary Guilds books;poetry(Dickens); Murray State albariiii; youth
series(Roy Rogers & The Son of the Pioneer, Wah Disney,Paws Bill, Disney 1949 So
Dear to Ur/Hart; musical water piano, Theatre (sound track); orchestra, Bach,musical
master piece albums; boxes of books; more.
GLASS COLLECTIBLES & MISC.: Blue pitcher; hr. stoneware pitcher, freezer
containers; Cambridge blue SW sugar S & P; set of Homer Laughlin dishes; Blue Ridge
dishes; Cambridge pc.; Blue Willow; Pyrex dishes; Comlle dishes; Crochet placemus;
table cloths; refrig. bowls; pictures; Cambridge bowls; granite pans; granite pots; crystal
candle sticks; bronze Shepherd book ends; Rose China (Whispering Pine); sea shells lots; wood bowls; Dresden pitchers; old wood ironing board; Meakin England planer,old
che.cker& dominos;coffee pot; new table cloth; Hp Gone with the Wind lamp;pink bowl
wifrog and centerpiece; pore. figurines; kerosene lamps; jewelry box, pr. table logs;
:deltas book ends; Germany satin w/applique lamp; old coffee gridner, Hoover quick
broom; pt. milk slant hob nail briamps; blankets marble logs; Christmas deco; milk glass
grape & cable hr. lamps; bpoicks; old dome glass framed picture; vanity mirrors; deco.
pct.; be. limps; afghans; Whitman tin candy box w/sewing notions; Gootus glass tray;
costume jewelry; pr. Hobnail mg/br lamp; gloves; hankies; cedar jewelry box; shawls;
clothes; tapestry; straight razor & dust buster, luggage; wood Coca Cola canon 06
bottles; metal Coca Cola carton w/6 bottles; 22 bolt action Winchester,Power Master 750
BB gun; Girls 26' Schivinn bicycle; 50's good condition horn light; motor grinder; 4"
vise; Ball jars; yard tools; bird houses; 2 wrought iron patio chairs; Igloo cooler; other.
TERMS OF AUCIION: Cash or Check with proper ID.

1976 MOTORHOME.
51,XXX miles, new tires,
Onan generator. reduced
riding
$5,500. Also
TOWOr, TOOtillf
gme &
deck,
7
75
1982 ALJO26tt self
contained 2dr tandem roof
air, refrigerator twin beds
rear bath, awning Price
negotiable. 502-753-8284

15

1994

.7eines
CAR WASH

II Wises

1937 FORD p/u, new tires,
260 V4, $1750 obo
753-0467

JULY 21

THURSDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

APPLIANCE SERVICE,
Kenmorb, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848,
BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.
BACKHOE Service - RAY j
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling,foundations,
etc. 759-4664.
t

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems. R.H.Nesbitt. Masonry. Phone 492-8516,
pager -762-7221.
BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Back to help .With your
cleaning
- Spring
Residential/Commercial
753-5934BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaranteed. 753-1134 or
436-5832.
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE. Free estimates
753-4591.
CARPET binding & fringing Enger Custom Detign
Carpets, 753-7614. Dave &
Lissa Godar owners.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy HIM 759-4664
COUNTERTOPS. custom.
-Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560.

•

HORSE & TACK

AUCTION SALE
AURORA, KENTUCKY
at the Old Kenlake Music Hall

(18

July 23rd
Chat,lie Hatchett, Aisctioneer
Tack by: Roger Hudson

_
IRICIRSIE S1E107
eg SALE
Tack: 6 p.m--4---ilorse: 8 p.m.
Negative cogg ins req;uired on "all hol-seS.
horses Notate fee if .yeiu on t ;Or

5% min misiott on

CASH PRIZES TO:
The Best Quarter Horse &
.
Gated Horse
I nf

.,ontact

Hatchett Real Estate
8 Auction
401 E 8th St • Benton, Ky. 42025
(502) 527-2044 or
Charlie Smith at 354-8728
•

PUBLIC ApCTIONSATIOAY; JULY- 23,1994 - ia A.M.
Putyeor, Tennessee
Turn west at red light, go approx.
2 blocks, soW on
JO. Wise Co. has lost their lease and
has cornmissibned
DOUG TAnoa AUCI1ON SERt4CE
to sell the following merchandise at
public auction. This is only. a partial list
PARTIAL

LIST

Delta Unisaw (10 in.), Oliver jointer (8 in ), lathe tools.
steel sq sets: assorted new bearings, new pulleys
radial arm saw, bench vise, wood working vise
assorted electric motors, assorted new nuts. bolts &
washers of all sizes.shop vac.,elect heather,cabinets,
several pieces of assorted steel, Baker double barrel:
shotgun.Scope Daisy pellet gun, metal bins, assorted
metal shelves, orrice desk, dry wall screws gucleaning kits, hand tools and much more"

Consigned Nero, ALSOLUTE AUCTION.. •
2 wash kettles. Craftsmen table saw (10 in). butone
tanks, folding picnic table. N stand, assorted lamps.
assorted toots, storm door. (2) 10 ft TV towers. car
romps, elect motors. refrigerator (white. nice). (2)
clothes dryers, car vacuum. dual whaling wash tubs
dining tables, adding rnoctiines. brass table, basketball hoop shoot,International bench w/metol weights,
and MUCH, MUCH MOPE!' Other items consigned by
Mier

Not riosconibl• for occidonts Rofrarshmonfs ovoilotroo Complot* sofilornont day of solo
For information about your oucfion needs, contact.

pouf craii4
AUCTION SERVICE
Puryear, Tennessee
(901) 247-3784
Lic. KY & 'TN #1445
'TAYLOR MADE AUCTrONS ARE BETTER"

N
AUCTIO
C
•PUBLI
Saturday, July 23 1994 at 10 a.m.
Mr. Rudy Duncan has run a cat paint and buinper 'shop
for many years and is retiring because of bad health.
Auction will be held at his shop
From Murray, Ky., take Hwy. 94 East to Hwy. 280. Follow Hwy.
280 to Auction. Watch for Auction signs. '
Nice Lincoln welder, complete cutting set wigauges & tanks on cart, metal cut
off saw, control gauge for air compressor, air chests, 1/2" dnve air gun, impac
shop
Sockets, 3/8 air racbets, air sanders, side grinders, 3 spray guns, large
t of
vise, floor, hyd. & hi lift jacks. c clamps, elect power winch, large asso
paint, elect car washer on 55 gal drum, elect fans, metal shelvin
cabinets, pipe wrenches. socket sets, lots of wrenches & tools. lots of pow
drill motors,saber saw,elect, motors, bench grinder,J.D lawn mower model 57,
Pip elect Craftsman lawn mower, metal scaffold, wheel barrow, chain saw, milk
cans, 2 barrel stack stove, Coleman camp stove, frost tree refngerator, elect
clocks, King wood heater iv/blower, upright gas furnace, folding chairs, shop vac,
bifold doors, electric heaters, 30 cup coffee maker, microwave, large lot of used
tires, 1973 Chevrolet station wagon(new tires & shocks-motor needs work), 1976
Chevrolet 4 door, 1965 Chevrolet Pickup step side runs good, 1058 GMC seep
side pickup Mr Duncan was restoring has all parts,2axle bumper camping trailer
22'(sleeps 6, self contained, roof air, ready to go), 2axle trailer metal bed. 22 rifle
Winchester single shot model 67,(2)410 shotguns single shot, pump up air nfle
pellet gun, nice old military nfle 762cal with sling & bone!, lots of scrap of metal
and much morel!
AUCI100 herd Alifl or 01117. LW1Ch avow* Nat responsible to, acr•deres
••••••--

Forrit Information, call 435-4144.

Beane'Terry Paschall
Dan Miller $ Darrell
clIORsirsits
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Sentries
Oilseed

fleavises
Mated
CARROLL'S custom garden tilling, bushhogging
box grader, blade work
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll 502-492-8622
CHIM Chloe Chimney
Sweep. has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COMPUTER SERVICE &
TRAINING 502-753-7001
COOPER Lawn Service
Call
New & existing
502-435-4588
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and. Cooling Service Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754,
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe- work, septic sys-terns. 354-8161 after 4pcn,
.
• Horace Sholar
CUSTOM round baling.
• 753-0062
D & D Lawn Care Free
estimates. 489-2296.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blow-.
csaifings7.753;4761.
GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint-_,
ing Free estimates:.18
years experience. Local references_ 753-2592.
HADAWAY Construction.
_ liemodeling, vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, viny.1 flooring.
436-2352,

PLUIABING repairman with
same day service° Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON /Tome
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Cali
474-2307
Ellaspae•Alt4

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured-..ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
tine of equipment Free estiniatei..-Oay or night,
753-5484

Authorized
STRATI-ON
and KOHLER
Service. pima

laaasad-

BRIGGS &

••••••••

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

BCS Tillers.

Also Repair Work

Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

William Duncan
Building Contractor
SAD

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings. Also remodeling. Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

474-8267
•

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC,Inc.

HANDYMAN for hire. Roof-house repair & yards
mowed, 474-2037.
JIM'S Garden Service.
Gardens- breaking, disking, tilling. Lawns-seeding
& fertilizing new or existing.
-Blade work & bush hogging. Reasonable
rates. 753-3413.
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING 'Make .your old
new again with Formica All
• colors, free estimates,
Wulff's- Recovery, Murray, KY. 436-5560.
LARRY'S SMALL ENGINE REPAIR Over 20yrs
eiperience-. Riding mowers, push mowers, chain
saws, or weed-eaters. Any
make or model, Serviced or
repaired. Reasonable
rates. Free estimates,
prompt dependable service. Satisfaction guaranteed. 492-8437.
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
LIGHT hauling, tree trimming & remcival. Call
753-2320, ask for Don.
MULCH delivered Murray
436-5560
PAINTING interior & exterior. All types of home repair.
Free. estimates, Cali
436-5032 anytime.. .
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or corn-•
mercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433.

Cenral- Heating & Coolohg Service & Installation
Electrical Service & Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

HIlL.
•of ATPt° d

Murray, KY

k

HOROSCOPES difference of opinion. Apologiie lol
any rash comments sou may- has e
wade. The future looks bright. Show
faith in sour abilities and others '.'.ill
(M)w suit. •
SCORPIO 'Oct. 23-Nov. 21
• TODAI"S CHILDREN are considerate. outgoing and diligent. They..
Assuming new responsibilities at
enjo> being around older people aildorten hase an especially close relation:
work puts y°Win line for a raise or
.ship with a grandparent. Confident and goal-oriented. these Cancerians us-6promotion. A member of the oppoally enjoy great professional success: A lose for the earth could,lead to a
site sex is impressed le, your :dirtily
career as a landscape architect or eniironmentalist. Spending time outdoors
to organi/e special es ems. I:mph&
is as essential to these children as breathing. Once they are out of school. si/e your eagerness to help others.
the will want to spend as kw hours as possible on paperwork.
SAGITTARIUS'(No'.. 22-Dec.
You will accomplish more
211:
ins
purposes
should
estment
flourish:
THE
IN
BIRTHDAY!
HAPPY
today
by working behind the scenes.
\FAT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Keep detailed records of any unusual
Keep an open mind when reading
office expenses.
\tans of your goals muse within
to >our field.
reach. Because you hast*paid your : (kEMINUCkla 21 -June 20i: about subjects related
A co/y e%ening at home is the perdues, good things begin to happen. Problems could arise ss here a busifect aid to a hectic week.
ness associate is concerned. Do not
October brings a- promotion or
. CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan.
bend
the
rules
in.order
to
shore
up
choice job assignment. Stick to an
sagging profits. A younger petkon -19 t: Es en sou need an occasional
exercise program even during the
winter holidays. A low-kfy, relaxing offers sound financial or domestic
advice: follow it to the letter.
sacatiOn is ideal for mending 'family
• CANCER dune 21-July 2.2rties. Expect 1995 to bring new prosperity if you Make wise investments; financial situation appears to he at
Welcome a new addition to the fam- an impasse. Do not despair! Help is
on the Way. Travel can be-tiring
ily circle next spriira:
enough without car trouble. Get a
('ELEBRITTES BORN ON
tune up before starting On a joumes.
THIS -DATE: dramatist Megan
LE() (July. 23-Aug. 22): An
Terry. game show host Alex Trebek,
da
on group .activities
actor Willem Dafoe, intivician Don
Hein lei.,prbet4ephea+lenetr-*-': - attd"ffietally dims,--A-sliort-businyst..-.ARIESIMaicii 2l -April 19): trip'will pay. big dividends. Heed a• •
Current irritations and difficulties desire-for pry.acy and. ANY clear of.
will soon pass. A word in the right • troubTesome people. Loved ones
ear could allay someone's doubts :Make the best confidants.
IR(;()(Aug: 23-Sept. 22):
about a nevseomer. Take off those
Sonic wonderfill luck comes your
rise-colored glasses where rornance
was !- It might_ be_Nst_to keep V(NIT.
is concerned.:Viiu need honest
good fortune under your hat. As old
answers.
telling neighbors--more..t.han the>
• TAVRUS (April 20-May_2()); A
want to know. An air of ruyskry is
moneymakinp idea that depends
upon. secrecy has grJat potential. very appealing. LIBRA(Sept.- 2.3-Oct.•22 I: Cam---Resist the temptation to confide in a
promise is._.the best %ay to settle tu
friend. A pannenship ffirmed for
ERII)Ali, JULY 22. 1994
_
For sour person-alized dads Jeane Discs] horoscope. based 7in ;our own
date of birth, call I-900.9h8-7788. Your_ phone company will Nil sou 94
cints minute.,

For your convenience
Murray;.Ledger & Times
is now accepting
Visa and Master Card
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Paducah *Floming Furniture *Benton* Paducah*Fleming Furniture *Benton

PROOth:F.

(502) 435-4699

CUSTOM 'OWNER CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

g Guaranteed: Lowest Monthly Payment

0.7

`Storewide Savings" (Nothing Held Back!)

2

Pq

4

All Types Of:

Custom WoOdworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
409 Sunbury • Murrri (Behind Bunny Bread)

, •\

V

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION?

0

S

_
break tritin viork. Send out messages in the afternoon when the
work scene has quieted down. Old
friends could suddenly appear. Be
hospitable. Spontaneous invitations
are often the most fun.
- AQUARIUS Oita. 20-Feb. 181:
Getting in touch ssith friends at a
distance could inspire an invitation.
Be candid v. ith the object of your
affections. Sprucing up your living
quarters w ill pros ide a constructive
outlet- for restless energy.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Joining forces with an older individual could prose wry beneficial. you
get a career break that places you in
the driser's seat at work. Reevaluate
a close relationship. Neglitive comnients stem trom resentment.

753-5940
3
1

IA

Expand your profit$
with a quality.
SIGN.
<0-0D WORKS
763-2378 °61
8M

382-2306

AnnACT BRIDGE

Years

ota

EIEFF
ENDS

ENDS
SOON!

TIME IS
RUNNING
OUT!

SOON!

Not 2.2% - Not 1.1% But 0.0%

Just a Little White Lie
South dealer.
Both aides vulnerable.
NORTH
A K J 84
J 10
•Q 8
•K J 103
WEST
EAST
+ 107
* Q 95 3 2
•A K Q 98
V 76 3
•K 7 3
•5
9 76 5 2
484
SOUTH
+6
54 2
• A J 1096 4 2
4, A Q
The bidding:
South West
North East
1•
1
1+
Pass
2•
Pass
34
Pass
3•
Pass
5•
Opening lead — king of hearth.

ing from the bidding and what he
sees in dummy — East can reasonably deduce that with routine defense declarer will lose two heart
tricks and nothing else. East realizes that his king of diamonds is
subjectto capture ifSouth is permitted to lead trumps twice from
dummy#
Tostop thisfrom happening,East
plays the seven of hearts on the king
and, when West continues with the
ace, follows with the three — thus
completing a high-low signal,ostensibly showing a doubleton. This intentional misrepresentation of his
heart holding is designed to persuade West that East started with
only two hearts.
East's play proves effective when
West obediently plays a third round
of hearts, forcing dummy to ruff.
East follows suit, of course — to
partner'a surprise —but his king of
- There is nothing wrong with mis- diamonds is now sure to score the
leading your partner on defense if it setting trick.There is nothing South
serves a worthwhile Purpose. When can do to trap the king with only one
your only chance of stopping a con- trump lead from dummy now availtract is to persuade partner that a able.
condition exists which actually does
Note that if East plays his hearts
not, you must do so even though normally — that is, up the line —
partner is deceived.
West may discontinue hearts and
Take this deal where East has a play another suit. If he does, South
crucial defensive role to play. West will have no trouble taking the rest
leads the king of hearts and —judg- of the tricks to make the contract.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

Hydro Clean
Pressure Washing — Steam Cleaning
Residential • Commercial
Fenn • Industrial

Exterior Cleaning Services
Aluminum • Wiwi • Maionery
Wood. Steel
Kevin Alamand•r
(502) 395-5524

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily St Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

Interest For Up To 36 Months"FREE"
eregs,HoW It Works: Purchase Over $499. 1
v

499 and Above 3Years Interest Free
4

,r7

74-

8

Considerable factory incentives but when they're gone...they're gone!

OVER 3 MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
0
All Wood

'Premium

Bedroom
Suite
()rinser Wire Crow

'Name Brand

-Occasional

Sofas

Tables

Less Than

Less Than

Hisettio•rd

Less Than

$25

$25

Month

'Name Brand

ecliners

Mattress
& Box

Less Than

Springs

$9
Month

Less Than

$3
Montri

Month

Set

$15
Month

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

Duiern
Assirtance
31o:draft
Pr.., hirtorass cii lesatto
'Crilirrabili etas lot solar
notworat rose arraran
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to
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flemm
451 8. 16th Areet * Paducah,K,y

442-4455 * 1-800-788-6224

3031 Main * Benton Ly
527-3481 * 1-800199-6224

OPEN DMLY 9 to 5 * FIVDAY ingnT WITM 8
* lAidt1C1111 *

* Ficsinit18
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

753-4461

•- ••• 'in • •t • '
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Year Free intents

Purchase Over $999 - 2 Years Free Interet
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 21, the 202nd day of 1994. There are 163
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Twenty-five years ago, on July 21, 1969, Apollo 11 astronauts Neil
Armstrong and Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin blasted off from the moon
aboard the lunar module, leaving behind a plaque which reads, "Here
men from the planet Earth first set foot upon the moon, July 1969,
A.D. We came in peace for all mankind."
On this date:
In 1816, Paul Julius Reuter, founder of the British news agency
bearing his name, was born -in Hesse, Germany.
In 1831, Belgium became independent as Leopold I was proclaimed
King of the Belgians.
In 1861, the first Battle of Bull Run was fought at Manassas, Va.,
resulting in a Confederate victory.
In 1925, the so-called "Monkey Trial" ended in Dayton, Tenn.,
with John T. Scopes convicted of violating state law for teaching Darwin's theory of evolution. The conviction was later overturned.
jn 1944, 50 years ago, American forces landed on Guam during
World War II.
In 1980, draft registration began in the United States for 19-and
20-year-old men.
Ten years ago: The 21 people who died -in a gunrriarrs ;hooting
rampage at a McDonald's restaurant in San Ysidro; Calif., were
mourned at a crowded - mkrnorial service inside Our Lady of Mount
.
Carmel Church.
Five years ago: The State Department' Confirmed an ABC News
report that Felix S. Bloch, a veteran U.S. diplomat, was being investigated as a pos§ible Soviet spy. BlOch. was never clrasged With espionage, but was fired from his job in.1990 and later denied .a government.•
•
pension. '
One Year ago: More rain set back cleanup and recovery efforts in
parts of the Midwest; Transportation Secretary Federico Pena examined- flood damage along the Mississippi in Keokuk, Iowa.
Today's birthdays: Violinist Isaac Stern is 74. Actor-comedian Don
linotts is 70. Movie director Norman Jewison is 68. Former Defense
Secretary Les Aspin is 56. Attorney ggileral Janet Reno is 56. Actor
Edward Herrmann is 51. Youssef Islam (formerly singer Cat Stevens)
is 47. Comedian-actor Robin Williams is 42. Comedian Jolt Lovitz is
37.
Thought for Today: "There is no bigotry like that of 'free thought'
run to seed." — Horace Greelpy,'Arneriean journalist (18114872).

Ten years ago
Murray Manager Earl Padgeu
is pictured receiving the District
ll championship Trophy for his
baseball team's victories in the
Junior Babe Ruth Tournament.
Lyndia Cochran was recognized for her work and dedication
over the past 25 years as a dance
teacher here at the summer convention of Southern Association
of Dance Masters held July 11-14
at Memphis, Tenn.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Robinson,
July 12. .
Patrice Elaine Fleming and
Scott Harold Wyatt were maffied
June 16 at First Christian Church,
Murray.
The family of the late Elvis
and Lillie Bazzell met July 1 for
a reunion at the old family homeplace near Coldwater.

Twenty years ago ,
Molly Watson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. Edward Watson,
Tim Harrell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Harrell, Sherrie Starks,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Starks, and LaDonne Roberts,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Ray Roberts, are four students
from Murray and Calloway
County among 39 high school
students with high interest aptitude in an enrolled in Honors Art
Workshop at Murray State University, July 14-25.
Peggy Fee of Cape Girardeau,
Mo., /on the Ladies Invitational
Golf Tournament at Oaks Country, _Club. Other flight winners
were Venela Sexton of Murray
club, Murrelle Walker and Emma
Lou Story of Oaks club and
Euvanell Mitchell of Murray
club.

Mr. and him Charles Mercer
were married 50 years July 7.
Births reported include a girl to
artie and Annette Haneline, July
16, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Thomas, July 17.
Thirty years ago
-Airman Third Class Donald S.
Staley, son of.Mrs. Burlene Steffey of Murray, has been assigned
to Laoen Air Base, France, after
completing training at Gunter
AFB, Montgomery, Ala.
Robert Moyer, general manager of Murray Division of the
Tappan Company, spoke at- a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Recent births reported at.Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Brooks Darnell and a
girl to Mr.'and Mrs. Thomas.B.
Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Watson

DEAR ABBY
DEAR READERS:"Savannah
Parents" wrote to express their
disiipproval of the X-rated
remarks'their -son's classmates
had written in his yearbook,citing wisecracks and offensive
comments. I received a variety
of reader reactions:
- _
DEAR ABBY: In response to
"Savannah Parents," who disapproved of the X-rated comments
written in their son's yearbook:
I am a junior in high school and
have bought a yearbook each year.
I, too, have had classmates write Xrated stuff in iny yearbook, but it
was meant for my eyes - not my
parents'. _ _

What's done has been done, but
in the future, I'd let my parents see
my yearbpok:first, then have my
cla'ssmatei sign it.
HEATHER CARNES,
GAINESVILLE,FLA.

and comments should be. private
memories. The parents said the
Comments ruined the whole yearbook. Well, the commepts were `not
meant for them.
TALIA EPSTEIN'
•

DEAR ABBY: I just got done
DEAR ABBY: I recently graduated from eighth grade, and bran reading the letter signed "Savannah
understand how these:parents Parents." They said their Son's yearmight not have appreciated some of book Was ruined by some off-color
the comments written in their language.
A few years ago, there was one
child's yearbook, but the book
belongs to their child - not to paiticular student who wrote the
them. Maybe he wanted to remem- -rudest and grossest comments ber his friends the way they were. covering two whole pages in my
Perhaps that would include some yearbook. When my parents saw
off-color jokes, but the signatures this, they called the principal, and

DAILY COMICS
t
By GARY LARSON

BLONDIE
HOW CHILDISH, CALLING EACH
HE CALLED ME -) SW" HE
OTHER THOSE Sli.LY NAMES.'
AN tmPszo•-.6' CALLED
I WANT YOu 30114 TO
5-ruFFE-0 Si-itizr! me A
NO- GOO , P201-061ZE RIGHT NOW
f
(--. -AzY
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and children, JoBeth, Yvette, Dan
and Dave, have returned home
after spending 10 days camping
at Fort Pickens, Fla.
Forty years ago
Jerry Roberts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Roberts, has returned
home after attended the 10-day
session of Canadian Junior Red
Cross near Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. He represented the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross.
Marine Pfc. Charles B.
McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Boyce McCuiston, is now serving
aboard the USS Missouri with the
Atlantic Fleet.
Thirty-two boys and girls from
Calloway County spent the past
week at Dawson Springs 4-H
Camp.
Births reported include a girl to
the Rev. and Mrs. Robert E. Farless, July 13.

NOW 80n4 O `117U
KNUCKLEHEADS GET
BACK TO
WORK
'••••
'
Col

I'M SORRY,
PAG

the boy who wrote that X-rated
stuff had to buy me a new yearbook.
Now when someone goes to sign my
yearbook, I say,.-"If you are going to
say sbmething dirty,fave it for your
own yearbook!"
MIDDLE SCHOOLER
IN VIRGINIA
DEAR ABBY: I have a question
for "Savannah Parents," who were
ticked off at the X-r,ated comments
written in their son's yearbook:'Parcots, what were you doing looking
in your son's yearbook in the first
Place?
As a teen-age' girl, I find it
absolutely aggravating that my parents "iu,st have _to" look-through my.
yearbook.'
°
If myfriends* feel like writing Xrated comments.in my yearbook,
then.that's what-they'll- do! High
school is the time for these things ...
and you have no business deciding
what should be in your son's yearbook. That is for him to decide,.
What you call "cursing" wisecracks and off-color jokes are inside
jokes and inside teen-age stuff. I am
15 years old, and when -I have kids,
I'm. not going to look in their yearbooks!
LETITIA K OPSON,SEATTLE
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CALVIN and HOBBES
WOW, THESE '- 'c TIAERES ME!
tAoBBES, 1_00K'si. DII BO`f!
THERES ME!
IETS
SEE! CAME OvT
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"Hey,Leon! Your bass sure is walking now!"

um

DEAR ABBY: President Eisenhower stands in good company with
many Americans in his frank and
enlightening comments on war.
Gen. Omar Bradley said: "Ours
is a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants. We know more about
war than we do about peace. We
know more about killing than we do
about living."
Gen. Douglas(MacArthur said of
himself: "Could I have but a line a
century hence crediting a contribtition to the advance of peace. I would
gladly yield every honor which has
been accorded me in war."
DAVID AND LAURA SPIVAK,
PITTSBURGH,PA.

CATHY
.. •.CAMPilidr,
fLiKTY COUNTRY SMOCKS MR 1 rGRUZY SKIRTS TO CATCH THE -'°
BREEZE ON A CARIBBEAN
CflARLENE! .1 HAVE OUTTOURING THE QUAINT INNS
OF THE EASTERN SEABOARD_ CRUISE SHIP...ARTY, CRINKLED FlIS FOR EVERY POSSIBLE
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

HER 80•4FRIEND
DOESN'T
COORDINATE
WITH HER

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
I Bus. abbr.
4 Hair-grooming
aid
9 Frozen water
12 Anger
13"— and Julier
14 Wet earth
15 Like a poetic
foot
17 Examines
19 Devour
20 Beetle Ringo
21 Sources of
light
23 Bible div.
24 Actress —
Dem
27 Profit on bank
acct.
28 Hit with the
- hand
30 — -do-well
31 Music buffs
purchase:
abbr.
32 Going by sea
34 NW state

GARFIELD
HE'S TI4E KIND OF GOY
WHO'LL GIVE YOU THE
SHIRT OFF HIS BACK

ALL MY LIFE I'VE BEEN WAITING
FOR THAT *PIE IN THE 5KY

35 Barnyard
-sown}
•
37 Require
38 Above (poet.)
39 Slow creature
41 Between WY
and MN
42 Soft drink
43 Consecrated
45 1 think,
therefore
— —"
46 Pilfered
48 — Security
51 Comparative
ending
52 Become
mature
54 Oklahoma
town
55 Bachelors'
degs.
56 Quarrels
57 Small barrel
DOWN
1 Roman 3
2 Firearm
owners' org

Answer to Previous Puzzle
JEWRWRI .TEJ .E.M
K ATHAR I N,EMIU.R_ I
TAMING
OLE
0.P
LAC
T S.E
0.A,S
K NEE
T IS WERE
TVA
DES SEE
ME
ELDERLY
SS
Y ET
U. F.0 L E.T
W R.E,N
N IL
N OME
IRE
E T,0 CU. L
EN
TOLEDO C U M
U KEIINDIGENCE
N E•R • DRT• IT
TAT
7-21 ID 1994 United Feature Syndicate
3 Concrete
ingredient
4 Young
herring
5 Legendary
bird

6 Sound of
hesitation
7 Fall'rno
8 Of hours
9 Soak
10 Actor's signal
11 Sullivan and
Asner
16 Bachelors'
degs
18 Borneo ape
20 Least fresh
21 Storage
structures
22 Undo the
fastening of
23 Ken or Lena
25 Take another
spouse
26 Macaw
28 South
America
(abbr)
29 — Piper
32 Ability
33 Between MT
and MN
36 Actor Jim —
38 Eskimo boat
(var )
40 Unpleasant
grins
42 Pouch
44 Cut with
scissors
45 Electnfied
particles
46 Relative
47 Iced —
48 Congeal
49 Fruit drink
50 Fall behind
53 Dad

DEAR DR-GOTT: I'm a 46-year-old
female recently diagnosed- with
Crohn's diseaflvasn't told what
causes this. It was only suggested
that I take'Asacol 400 mg four times
-daily. What's this disease all about?
DEAR READER: Crohn's disease is
a chronic inflammation that most
commonly affects part of the small
intestine, leading to diarrhea, abdominal pain, fever, weight loss, and an
abdominal mass. The cause is
unknown.
Crohn's disease is associated with
intestinal abscesses, occasional
obstruction and bleeding. Small bowel
tumors may appear. The disorder will
also lead to arthritis, eye inflammation, mouth ulcers, rash, and anemia.
Crohn's disease is diagnosed by Xray and blood tests. There is no specific therapy, although antibiotics and
steroids are helpful in treating acute
flare-ups.
Asacol (mesalamine) is an antiinflammatory drug used to combat the
chronic inflammation of Crohn's disease; the product must be used cautiously in the presence of kidney disorders.
In my opinion. you should be under
the care of a gastroenterologist in
order to treat the complications that I
mentioned, as well as to monitor for
bowel cancer.
For further information, contact the
National Foundation for Ileitis and
Colitis, 112 North Hamlin Ave., Park
Ridge, IL 60068; 1-800-343-3637.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 23-year-old
daughter has been doctoring for allergies and asthma for years. A recent
CT scan of her lungs revealed emphysema in a third of one'lung. She's
never smoked and has been a gymnast all her life. What can you tell-us
about this condition and her prognosis?
DEAR READER: Despite the
protestations of some lung specialists:
I believe that Asthma can, in some
instances, lead to emphysema, a
chronic lung disorder marked by
destruction of pulmonary tissue,
resulting in pockets of stale air ("dead
air space") that may compress a normal lung. This can cause breathlessness. This form of emphysema is not
related to air pollution or physical
activity.
engage in strenuous activity, without
restrictions
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Rudy Duncan

Timothy Brandon (Tim) Clapp
linnothy Brandon (Tim) Clapp, 21, Rt. 1, Hickory. student at Muria) State University.. died Wednesday at 12:04 p.m. at his home.
Sur% ivors include his wife. Mrs. Jennifer Clapp; one son, Brandon
A'ayne Clapp, Rt. I, Hickory; his mother, Mrs. Nancy Heath, Mayfield, his father, Brandon Clapp, Rt. 1, Hickory; one brother, Michael
Keith Clapp, Graves County; two grandmothers, Mrs. Helen Muncil,
Rt. I. Hickory, and Mrs. Augusta Mae Watson, Mayfield.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Llome. Mayfield. The Rev. Mike Wilford and the Rev. Mark Linds•pin win officiate.
I riends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today (Thursday).

Health vote nears, lawmakers
step up public relations war
-

f. 18;4.
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CBT Corp. Ky.s.--411/211 431/1A
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Rudy Duncan, 70, Rt. 6, Murray, died Wednesday at 3:15 a.m. at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
An Army veteran of World War II, he had worked for 30 years with
Murray Division of the Tappan Compnay. He was a member of Sugar
Creek Baptist Church and the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Born Sept. 13, 1923, in Trigg County, he Was the son of the late
Tony Duncan and Bailie Pennington Duncan. One brother, Wayne
Duncan, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Anriita Peeler and husband.
Charles, and Mrs. Wanda Garland and husband, Dickie, all of Murray;
one son, Mjke Duncan and wife, Jenny, Rt. 5, Mayfield; four grandchildren, Chad Duncan and Kelsey Duncan, Rt. 5, Mayfield, and
Kevin Garland and Tim Garland and wife, Shelia, Murray;„three sisters, Mrs. Edith Tripp and husband, Tellus, and Mrs. Molene Milburn
and husband, James, all of Paducah, and Mrs. Lorene Tabers, Arkansas; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Rebecca Mitten and husband, James,
Paducah.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. James Ed Smith will officiate. Burial will
follow in Ledbetter Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
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